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Officials Authorized To Ask $50,000 Loan For Stadium
Board Of Trustees
Give Authority
At Meeting Today

U. S. Navy Band Playing Here
Wednesday On Artists Program

State Legislature
Must Favor Loan
The Board of Trustees today authorized the college authorities to
ask the state legislature for author : borrow S50,000 to be used toward building a new athletic stadium at Clemson.
College Business Manager J. C.
Littlejohn said that if the legislature approves the loan, an effort
will be made to get the Public Works
Administration to match the sum
in labor.
In, any event Mr. Littlejohn said,
work cannot possibly begin on the
stadium in less than a year. After the lean is approved, the money
will have to be borrowed, and a
co-operative plan with PWA would
have to be worked out.
The trustees also adopted a resolution pledging the support of the
college in all measures of national
defense. This resolution, it was understood, was to indicate tha
college would co-operate to the
fullest extent in the construction
of an. airport on the college
grounds.
Among other matters of business,
the beard adopted a budget said to
be only slightly in excess of the
$130,000 expenditures for the curear.
A resolution' praising Dr. Prank
Lever, life member of the Board
who died last spring, was also
passed.

Light Classical,
Martial Airs Be
Featured By Band
3000 Students,
Outsiders There
The United States Navy Band in
all of its splendor of black, red,
and gold braided uniforms will
make its initial appearance in the
house Wednesday evening at
8 o'clock before an expected audience of more than 3,500 music
e occasion is the second of five
programs to be presented this year
the Clemson College Concert
series. The Navy Band of 55 pieces
will be under the direction of Lieutenant Charles Benter, leader of
the organization since its founding
in 1923. The Band is premier musical organization of the U. S.
It was organized shortly after the
World War and has as its nucleus
.--1 former ships bands.
The United Stares Navy Band
ranks in the vanguard of the
musical organizations which
have been famous throughout the
world including the most famous of
Europe, such as the Grenadier
.5. the Royal Marine Band,
the Royal Artillery, of England;
2-uarde Republicaine of former
e; and the Bersaglieri of Italy.
3an
number of
marches suited to every occasion.
When a great naval commander is
:o rest in beautiful Arlington
nal Cemetery, the slow funeral
dirge played by the Navy Band
voices the grief of the entire nation.
In the parade escorting the Preshis inauguration or welcoming some hero to Washington,
the toy of the American people
''finds expression in the stirring
marches played by the Band of our
great Na1
;: is r.or to be inferred, however,
that Navy Band concerts are, in
the main, comprised of military
music. Such music comprises only
a small part of their usual program,
which includes operatic and symphonic numbers as well as popular
music of m
Indeed. so varied and cosmopolitan is the musical program provided by this famous organization
concerts is like taking a trip around the world aboard
3f the great battleships. In a
typical program the audience is
taken to Hawaii and the Orient, to
Turkey, Russia. Italy. France, and
to Denmark, Spain. Germany, British Isles and back again to the

Education Seniors
Teach Home Crafts
Three industrial education senhave been selected to teach
a short course in home era:
the Civic Center School, at Walhalla. This course is being sponsored by business men of Walhalla
and vicinity and is under the sup;ion of Mr. Northrup.
Seniors who will take part are
F. s. Holmes, Denmark, J. R. AusShelby, and E. P. Wilson,
Abbeville.
H. S. Tate. professor of industrial education, and J. L. Brock.
of education, will act as

Tiger, Taps Men
To Attend Press
Meet In Detroit
Jimmie Lever, editor, and
Bobbie Hempstead. business
manager, ,of the Tiger, and Ed
Hallman, editor, Dick Caughman. .associate editor, and Heyward Simpson, business manager, ,of Taps, will leave Clemson Tuesday for Detroit where
they will attend the annual
convention of the National Associated
Collegiate
Press,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
College journalists from every
state in the union will attend
the convention which will be
consisted of socials, dances,
roundtable discussions about
college journalism, journalist
talks by outstanding speakers,
and tours of Detroit.
The 1940 all-American laps
will be on exhibit at the convention.
Co-editor Mitchell Simmons
will edit the Tigers next week,
with the assistance of Managing Editor Neil Elphick.

MILITARY MUSICIANS:—The United States
Navy Band, world's foremost martial group, who
will present a concert of diversified light classical
and military music Wednesday night, are shown
here in their official uniform dress. The 55 piece
band is directed by Lieutenant Charles Bender,

leader since the band's organization in 1923. This
concert is the second in the current college concert series being presented in the field house. It
is estimated that 3500 persons will attend the concert.

Kappa Alpha Sigma
Inducts Ten Juniors
From Ag. Dept.

Country Gentlemen Entrain For
Mighty Tulane Game Saturday
By FOOTSIE HUNTER
Clemson's
rough
and
ready
Bengals are preparing this week to
journey to New Orleans where
they'll take on the Greenies of Tulane University in a gridiron duel
which promises to be one of the
best games of the present season.
Two hundred Clemson Alumni Fighting against time, Coach Prank
were entertained at a dinner given Howard went through long drills
in Columbia last Wednesday by and held hard offensive scrimhe Green;
the Clemson Alumni Corporation. mages in order
Wave a taste of the best football
Members were present from almost Clemson has to offer.
all sections of the country,
The Tigers are almost at full
'. R. Prank poole and Judgt strength after their 21-13 victory
J. Strom Thurmond of Aiken were over the South Carolina Gamecocks and the team won't have a
the principal speakers of
thej^g ,
event.
| when they reach the city by the
Colonel H. M. Pool, Dr. L. W. sea.
Milford Dr D. W, Daniel, and Mr.i sid Tinsley, Clemson's ace 165
J. H. Woodward, alumni secretary. P0™0 halfback who was held out
represented the college at the din- of xhe Carolina tilt because ol
an injured ankle, will be back in
ner.
the game Saturday strutting his
stuff with the old pigskin. Although not on the first string.
Tinsley is making it tough for
the veterans and they're having to
work hard to keep from being
thrown out in preference to this
j up-and-coming sophomore.
Both
Professor R. L. Anderson, of the | "Booty' Payne and 'Hawk" Craig
Clemson architecture department,, have gotten their share of playwas one of ten men chosen ing. although they're second year
throughout the country to review men. too. Aubrey Rion and "TufWalter Darwin Teague's new book, fy" Timmons will be in their
Design This Day. Harcourt, Bruce for the game and here's hoping
& Co., publishers, asked Professor . they'll be even t:
n they
Anderson to report on the possi-; were in the Carolina game. With
bilities of using Mr. Teague's book [ Joe Blalock. and "Streak" Webb
as a textbook. Walter Darwin on ends, the passes are sure to
Teague is one of the best known' click. Bill Hall and George Pritts,
industrial designers, having done j the mainstays o: the line, are sure
work for the National Cash Re
and Captain ■Red'' Sharpe
ter Co., Eastman Kodak, the Tex- and his two guard stooges, Deitz
aco Service Stations, and many and Padgett, will make the "waothers. Also to Mr. Teague's credit gon roads" for the sprinters.
are six major exhibits at the New
York Worlds Fair of his design.
In answering the publishers Professor Anderson said that Design
This Day was "perhaps not a textbook." but was certainly 'must' j
reading for all architecture students. Professor Anderson com- •.
mented that Mr. Teague had anj
interesting and exciting book, andj Last Monday evening Clemson
one well filled with
excellent; College students, as a group, heard
photographs.
their first-concert featuring a star
of the Metropolitan Opera Company, and both the students and
the star, .beautiful Helen Jepson,
were '"carried a
h the performance.
Clemson cadets, faculty-members,
Dr. J. D. Edmond, professor of
horticulture. Mr. F. H. Dunkel- and residents of the community
berg, -assistant agricultural en-; and nearby towns were lavish in
gineer in the experiment station,.- their praise for the glamorous Meand Mr. R. A. McG
e di- tropolitan soprano, and Miss Jeprector of th eagricultural experi- \ son was highly impressed with the
reception of her first visit to Clemon Tuesday to se=
harvesting of several experimental! son.
The Clemson College field house,
lots of sweet potatoes.
The group brought back speci- beautifully decorated for the occamens of the potatoes, of almost sion, was packed to its 3,000 capa:sr this first of a five concert
perfect quality, for the purpose ol
showing them to the board ol series to be presented here this collaos vex. A magnificent white
Trustee* today.

Members Attend
Alumni Dinner
In Columbia

Anderson Asked
To Review Book

College Singers
Begin Season
With 38 Members
The Clemson College Glee Club
began this term with the largest
personnel in vears. Dick Weinheimer, president of the club said
this week. Weinheimer added tha:
the club expected a very successful
season as a result of the re
interest shown by the unusually
large turnout of new members.
There are now 38 members.
Other officers of the club are;
Paul Bolin. vice-presider.t. W. C.
Hughes.
secretary-treasurer, and
R. H. Byrd, librarian.
Members of the club this year
are M. D. Watkins. W. B. Mathews. K. S. Polk. R. H. Jardon.
J. P. Crawford, R. E. Kenney, D.
R. Jordan, D. O. Blanchett. JGreen, M. Davis. C. H. Ingram. RHu Rumsey and E. S. Compton.
ler members are J. R. Trowbridge, W. H. King. J. L. Conyers.
F. L. Ford, J. E. Kellet. J. FBennet, M. Buston. J. E. KillingsW. H. Millin, R. E. Burns.
J. D. Askins, L. H. Harvard. W.
7 Srwin, C. A. Sprouse. W. E.
Darby. M. L. Frick. L. Hance. H. G
Howie. H. G. Grimball, J. R. Copeland, and T. M. Rhodes.

Kappa Alpha Sigma. Clemson's chapter of the American
Society of Agronomy, recently
tapped to membership ten
prominent juniors majoring in
agronomy. Final initiation ceremonies were held in the agricultural auditorium Tuesday
night.
The new members are J. H.
Graham, of Anderson; H. H.
Fellers. Newberry; L. C. Hammond, Seneca; R. N. Gleason,
Seneca; W. R. Betsill, Laurens;
M. D. Watkins. Westminster; J.
E. Cottingham, Dillon; R. A.
Perry, Marion; R. E. Gettys,
Camden: and H. W. Hollis. Rock
Hil!.
Marshall
Walker.
senior
from Rock Hill, is president of
the fraternity, J. D. Sharpe.
Anderson, vice-president; and
Z. T. Ford. Nichols, secretary.

Poole Speaker
FFA Convention
President R. F. Poole was one
e chief speakers at the state
meeting of the Future Farmers of
America In Columbia last Tuesday:
The FFA meeting was held in conjuncticn with the Junior Home Economic association.
Other speakers were Governor
Burnet R. Maybank, J. H. Hope,
state superintendent of education,
and D. D. Witcover, president of the
State Fair Association.
There were more than a thousand
delegates attending the meeting,
making it the largest of Its kind
ever held in South Carolina.

CLEMSONS TO VIRGINIA
Professor L. V. Starkey. departCOWMEN SPONSOR
ment of animal husbandry, ana
The Animal Husbandry and
Mr. E. D. Kyder. superintendent ol, Dairy clubs sponsored the motion
the
coast experiment
station, picture VITAMINS ON PARADE
made a four day trip this week to [ which was shown last Tuesday
Virginia and Maryland to secure; night in the Agricultural audia sire for the coast station herd j torium by courtesy of the Allied
of angus c:
I Mills of Chicago, HI.

ALL AMERICAN:—Clemson's 1940
edition
of
Who's Who among students in American Colleges
and Universities as announced this week. Going
upstairs, left row, are: J. S. Mace: R. L Stoddard,
R. A. Guyton, P. Eve, E. L. Young, J. J. Lever,

Collegiate Who's Who Rating
Given To 21 Clemson Leaders
Big Ben Cracks;
Jepson Cracks
Back At Bigun
Things went over big at the
Helen Jepson reception at the
YMCA after the concert last
week. Of the various faculty
members present, probably Ben
E. Goodale, professor of dairying, while commenting on the
recital, had the most to say.
Said Professor Big Ben to the
opera singer, "For a countryman
like me, that's pretty high brow
stuff, Miss Jepson."
"That's just what a countryman like you needs, Professor
Goodale," was the celebrity's
reply.

CLEMSON THRILLS GLAMOUR GIRL OF SONG

Miss Jepson Thrills Clemson Audience

Ag Men Observe
Potatoes Harvest

stage, decorated with green ferns,
provided an outstanding setting.
In addition to the sixteen renditions of the concert program,
Miss Jepson was called back for
two encores before intermission
and three at the conclusion of the
program.
The artist was delighted with the
reaction of her audience. "I have
thoroughly enjoyed this vis:"
Clemson College," she said at the
reception following the concert,
"and it will be my pleasure to
"headquarters" in New York
they need have no fear about the
reception their artists will receive
at Clemson."
At an informal reception in the
A clubrooms immediately following the performance. Miss Jepson was guest of the presidents of

all the student organizations and
members of the entertainment committee.
General Committee Chairman
Gus E. Metz, Clemson registrar,,
this weak announced the members
of the committees responsible for
the concert series.
They are:
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
G. E. Metz, C. M. Anderson, J. L.
Brock. H. E. Brown. A. B. Creole,
S. J. L. Crouch, E- J. Freeman, R.
I E. Fernow, W. T. Ferrier, B. E.
, Goodale, Hamilton Hill, P. B.
. Holtzendorff. H. L. Hunter, F. M.
Kinard, J. D. Lane, W. L. Lippincott. J. p. Lucas 7on leave), J. C.
j Littlejohn, C. L. Morgan, H. M.
\ Pool, R. Taylor. J. E. Ward, D. J.
Watson, and Miss Virginia Shank,lis

C. B. Lesesne. Second row: T. B. Rutledge, L. B.,
Smith, D. J. Ross, W. H. Carder, J. L. Gregory, S.
F. Holmes, Givens Young. Third row: G. Bonnette,
E. A Ross, F. E. Rogers, W. E. Awtrey, W. E.
Hallman, and J. D. Dusenbury.

Student members are R. R.
Peace, J. J. Lever, E. A. Ross, W.
E. Aytrey, D. J. Ross, and J. D.
Dusenbury.
PROGRAM COMMITTEE
W. T. Ferrier, chairman, J. P.
Lucas (on leavej, J. E. Ward, and
j Miss Virginia Shanklin. J. J. Lever
| is student member.
PHYSICAL EQUIPMENT
J. C. Littlejohn,, .chairman, R.
L. Anderson, C. M. Asbill, H. M.
Brown. A. B. Creole, B. E. Fernow,
i E. J. Freeman, and D. J. Watson.
PUBLICITY, TICKETS AND
.ADVERTISING
B. E. Goodale, chairman, P. B.
Holtzendorff, J. M. Kinard, J. D.
Lane, W. L. Lippincott, C. L. Mor< gan, and Joe Sherman with R, R
I Pearce as student member.

Represent Various
Student Activities

Alpha Zeta Has
Induction For
Eight Aggies

Twenty-one Clemson College students were this week named to
Who's Who in American Colleges
Eight high ranking memand Universities by Senior Class
President Roy Pearce, of Columbia. bers of the school of agriculColumbia with a total of five ture were this week inductmen, led other towns. Columbians ed into membership in Alpha
named on the list are Jimmie LevZeta. honor scholastic agrier, D. J. Ross, Bill Awtrey, and
fraternity.
These
Roy Pearce, seniors, and C. B. cultural
pledges, four from the junior
Lesesne, a junior.
Florence rated next with four and three from the senior
candidates, George Bonnette and class, are known as "worms"
Ed Young, seniors,. and Givens:
and will undergo a two weeks
Young and Julian Dusenberry, jun- !
period of informal initiation.
iors.
They are R. E. Horton,
Others who were named are Jack ;
lace and Tom" Rutledge, of j Pageland; J. M. Thomas, JefCharleston; Edward Hallman, of j ferson: H. P. Fulmer, Chapin;
Aiken; Frank Rogers, of Darling- | Z. T. Ford, Nichols; R. X.
ton; Seig Holmes, of Denmark;
Pinckney Eve, of Beaufort; Edgar j Gleason, Seneca; H. H. FellRoss, of Savannah; J. L. Smith, of j ers, Newberry; W. ML HobRainville, West Virginia; Rhame | son, Belton: and T. V. WilGuyton, of Marion; and Bob Stod- son, Piedmont.
ard, of Owings.
Frank Kearse, animal husAll of the men will be listed in
the annual Who's Who College Di- bandry senior from Ehrhardt,
rectory which will be published is chancellor of the fraternnext spring. The men chosen rep- I
ity.
resent the upper one percer.
the Clemson student body.
Achievements of these members
are listed below.
D. J. Ross is cadet colonel, brigade commander, member of Blue
I can excuse you for forgetting
Key. Tiger Brotherhood, Phi Psi.
high school algebra, but for hr
Phi Kappa Phi and other organl- j
don't forget third grade arithzations.
metic.
Pearce Is a cadet colonel, brigade
—Brewster.
commander. President of the Senior Class, varsity footballer, memTalk louder, please; this informaber Blue Key, Tiger Brotherhood, tion is not confidential.
Sigma Pau Epsilon, Phi Kappa Phi*
—Walthour.
and other campus fratern:
rev is president of Tiger
He had some China rum, two
Brotherhood, president of Alpha drinks of which make a rabbit!
Phi Omega, vice-president of the spit in a bulldog's face.
YMCA. member of Blue Key, bri—Col. Pool.
gade chaplain.
Bonnette is leader of the concert | The honeymoon period in this;
orchestra and band director, a class is definitely c".
——Continued on Paje *■—
—Green,
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Honor Frat On The Toboggan
This newspaper can't help wondering
why an honor scholastic professional fraternity will relegate itself to the ranks of
petty politics and personal jealousies in
the selection of candidates for membership.
That, friends, happened on the Clemson
campus this week. One of our respected,
esteemed professional fraternities ignored
two men—one a junior, the other a senior—when they selected initiates. Both of
these men had averages above the average of the men who were selected.
It has always been the conceded fact at
Clemson that any man who met the scholastic requirement for a professional fraternity was accepted, provided his character was respectable.
• And the senior in this instance was
good enough for Blue Key, Clemson's most
exclusive honor fraternity.
By its actions this fraternity places itself in the category not of service organizations, but of bigoted, snobbish, undemocratic social fraternities whose only interests are their own selfish aggrandizements.

Radio Static Again
It seems that the fates are against listening to radios at Clemson, with regulations on one side, and roaring static on
the other.
We have been troubled with static before, and serious steps have not been taken
to remedy the situation. The consensus of
the EE boys is that the static is from the
power source, and may be due to a leaking transformer.
The Tiger asks that the proper people
investigate the situation and take the necessary steps.
It is certain that the students will appreciate being able to listen to their radios and not be disturbed by static that
drowns out all stations.

Students Merit Praise
Clemson men amazed even the most severe faculty critics—and, man, but there
are some cynics among that group—by the
excellent manner in which they received
Helen Jepson in the first performance of
the Artists Course Series here last week.
After the concert Miss Jepson lavished
praise upon the cadet corps for "the brilliant attention that they gave me."
The entire performance was extremely
gratifying to those persons who've crusad-,
ed diligently for several years in attempts
to establish an artists course here. It was
a striking refutation of the skeptics' arguments that "it's a good thing, but it can't
work here." And the success of this program is another argument against these
critics—these senile old fogies who are
agnostic to any belief in the virtues of
Clemson students, being allowed to control the destinies of these same students
whom they lack faith in.
But that's another question, one we
can't discuss in decent language; we started out to laud Clemson gentlemen, exactly
the same type of rank and file of gentlemen that you'll find in any other real
democratic American institution.
These same skeptics are now saying that
an honor system "couldn't work at Clemson."
Nazis may ban beer in Germany—headline. What's HITLER trying to do, start a
counter-revolution?
A London woman is quoted as saying the
Nazi bombings, are a tonic. At least, they
are a sure cure for that drowsy, lazy feeling.

Here's Appreciation!
The prediction in the last issue of the
Tiger that almost all students would attend the Helen Jepson concert, and that
the behavior would be in accord with the
occasion is now well proven.
No audience could have been more perfectly behaved or genuinely enjoyed Miss
Jepson's program more than the Clemson
cadet corps. If a line were to be drawn, the
students seemed to appreciate Miss Jepson
even more than the faculty and the out
of town guests.
This newspaper is, of course, glad that
it is in close enough contact with the
students who make the paper to make a
prediction as accurate as the concert prognostication. It is more happy, however,
that Clemson students have finally been
given the chance to prove that they really
want an Artist's Course Series.
It took a lot of work to get a concert
series, but as long as student interest remains as sincere as was indicated at the
Jepson concert, the Artist's Course is at
Clemson to stay.

Cheering
Pep in the realm of football seems to
be on the wane, if the events of the Carolina game are any criterion. To begin
with, there weren't any pep meetings the
week before the game, which has always
been the practice in the past. At the rat
game the night before the varsity played,
senior cheer leaders sat in the stands, and
the students at the game went leaderless
until a couple of junior cheer leaders were
persuaded to do exactly what they are
elected to do and received a minor Block
C for doing.
The next day at the game the cheering
as a whole was apathetic.
After the frenzied cheering at the Wake
Forest game, it may have been only natural for there to be a let-down in the
cheering. There certainly isn't any excuse
for the continuation of this let-down, however.
Clemson has a great football team, no
matter what the outcome of games in the
future may be. As a great Clemson team,
it deserves support of all Clemson men. It
has had it in the past, and we are confident that it will continue to receive it in
the future.

Have You Been?
That Clemson is making striking progress on all fronts is common talk among
all Clemson enthusiasts these days. But
to our mind, some of the most constructive
and progressive programs of social and
cultural betterment for students are-the
weekly meetings of the Calhoun Forensic
Society.
With Bob Stoddard handling the gavel
in a masterly fashion, this organization
is now what those of us who are seniors
envisioned for it four years ago—a live,
interesting assembly where real, gripping
issues that are vital to each of us are
lambasted pro and con in verbal tirades
by students who possess an enthusiasm
and an eagerness to learn that is actually
fascinating.
Every cadet who fails to avail himself
of these Thursday evening opportunities
to match wits with the thinkers at Clemson is cheating himself of a rare privilege.
And it's the Clemson thing to do to be able
to discuss today's news today.
Students, if you haven't been to a Forensic society meeting yet, this newspaper
suggests that you give it next Thursday's
top billing in your date book.

Won 14; Lost 0?
After bowling over 13 consecutive opponents, the Tigers are on their way tonight
for New Orleans where they will bowl into
one of the most powerful football teams
in the nation.
Tulane is loaded. True they have not won
as many games as we this year, but a well
known sports writer said, "they're the best
team in the nation to lose three games."
Our Country Gentlemen have gone up'
against tough foes before.
There was
boastful Boston College, January 1. But
we won. Then there was woeful Wake Forest a few weeks ago, but they came out
second best, too. Seems that we are loaded.
We think that we'll make it fourteen
games in a row tomorrow. If Tulane wins,
however, they will beat the best coached,
best spirited, and best bunch of football
players in the country. They like to play
football, and we like them for it.

Hospitality—The Carolina Way
Hospitality—the kind they play down at
the University of South Carolina—is the
main subject of Clemson bull sessions this
week.
Carolina students did themselves famous
with the real welcome they extended
Clemson men last week. And cadets are
saying that it inaugurated a new era of
Clemson-Carolina relations, entirely devoid of the many unpleasant incidents of
past years. For ourselves and 2,300 other cadets we
are all thanks to Student Body President
Sol Blatt, Gamecock Editor Scoop League,
Senior Class President Jim Galloway, Blue
Key Head Mac Singletary, Social Cabinet
Prexy Willis Beall and Ms fine group, Junior Leader Dan Hollis and all of the students who shared rooms and extended
numerous other favors.
Incidentally Carolina coeds have come
in for their share of just comment.
Thanks, friends.

St MARY'S (CALIF) GRIDDERS
MUrr TRAVEL OVER. 20 MILE? OF
LAND, 20 MILES OF WATER. AND PAST
THRPUGH THREE COUNTIES AND
METROPOLITAN CITIES IN ORDER.
TO REACH THEIR. "HOME/ FIELD
KEZAR 5TADUM, JAN FRANCISCO*

JOLLEGEy HAVE MORE DOLLARS
IN ENDOWMENTS TH4N BOOK?
IN THEIR LIBRARIES /
By JUDSON CHAPIN
Have you been over to the Zoo
lately? No plug intended, but they
really treat you right.
It has
been a duel between the Zoo and
Winthrop as to which would show
the boys the best time.
Winthrop
forged way into the lead by serving
the male guests coffee and cakes.
Now the Zoo retaliates with overwhelming temptations. Not onlv
are they serving tea, coffee, cakes
and other foodstuffs, but for the
guests who are athletically inclined, shuffle board darts and ping
pong are offered. Free Bingo
games headline the evening's fun.
The Zoo has really got something
there. There is nothing like a
good fast game of ping pong with
that gal.
THE WOMEN
A semi rasberry this week goes to
the editors of the FONT.
(Publication of a gal's school in St.
Louis, Mo.) The FONT carries a
AT HARVARD IN THE EARLY DAYS
blistering editorial in defense of
MEALS USUALLY CONSISTED OF:
conscription, condemning all obBREAKFAST- BREAD AND BEER
jectors as termites,
whimpering
DINNER-1 LB. MEAT
puppy dogs and spineless jelly fisa
SUPPER-BREAD. MILK/
who are too wrapped up in themselves and their personal life to
even
give
thought to manly
strength, courage ,and love of coun! try.
I was cringing with shame when
next
; my eyes moved over to the
: column and gazed upon a two colI umn letter directly along side the
torrid editorial. I began to laugh.
**•*******+*■**+*••**■»****++*+***+•***■*••+f*4***&****** | The editors had printed a long let! ter from a gal who was brokenA new stadium is definitely be- j it is built, though, let's call It | hearted because her man was being
ing considered for Clemson and \ SLICES STADIUM,
i conscripted just when they had a
it is probable that a new one j
j date for New Year's Eve. It was
with a seating capacity of perNo cleaner rivalry than that be- j positively cruel. Why did those
haps 15 or 25 thousand will be tween Clemson and Carolina ex- j nasty men in Washington have to
erected here before many more ists. We are sure of that and i call out all the men so soon? Beseasons. .
I sides her man had a swell job, and
here is the proof:
A new stadium is, of course, an
Carolina ■ was gunning for Clem- j a year away from said job would
expensive proposition. And Clem- son this year. They hadn't won a ! ruin him. What were the poor
son needs so many things that it state fair game in several years. | gals going to do with all the men
is hard to devote a half-million and this was the time that they out of circulation?
She suggests that all high schools
dollars to' an athletic
stadium wanted most to topple the Tiger
when the same amount of money from the state and Southern Con- and colleges should have a military
would build a new science build- ference throne. Plenty
was at training for both the gals and boys.
The boys could learn to do tiie
ing, a new auditorium, or any stake.
number of other structures that
Came Wednesday afternoon and fighting and the gals could practice
bandaging them up in the mock
are badly needed.
Clemson students began filtering
However, with the Tiger rank- into Columbia for the Wednesday battles. Now that is one battle I
ing among the top-flight athletic night and Thursday games. One would like to be in. I bet there
powers in the country—particular- and all who went on the Carolina would not be a man standing after
five minutes. Then, too, there Is
ly in football—people want to see j campus
could
see
numerous ambush camouflage and all that
they play. They would come to j streamers saying, "To Hell with sort of thing too you know.
Clemson by the thousands to se_3 ; Clemson," or "Beat Hell out of
It's all very silly I know, but
the Tigers play any of the other j Clemson," or "Topple the Tiger," why callj a man a slacker and a
high ranking teams in the South \ and numerous others just as iero- louse just because he objects to
arid nation. The stadium would \ cious.
giving one year of his life to his
pay dividends.
But with the spirit as high as it country and then turn around and
Someone has estimated that a! was, Clemson students were still call the aforementioned country a
Duke-Clemson game at Clemson safe in the Carolina dormitories, louse for taking the men out " of
would draw 25,000 people, and that Welcomed, in fact. No cat calls circulation?
is a conservative estimate. The were heard when a Clemson man
CLOTHES MAKE THE MAN
The clothing situation over a
size of the stadium would almost! went in the dorms, and if a Carodetermine the number. Also games ' Una man had an extra bed, he Converse has be^i causing much
with Tulane, Auburn.
Georgia ; welcomed a Clemson man. If he trouble of late. Two. young gals
Tech. Tennessee would draw as didn't he slept double with
a have asked the matronly advice of
Molly Mix, who has a column for
many or more. The Furman game
than;
would top them all.
We Were going to stay with Joe troubled gals. One gal was being
Admittedly the prime function ; Wright, but his brother was down kicked because her boy friend sent
of a football team is to advertise j icr Lhe game and he didn't have her some silk lingerie .as a present.
its college. There is no doubt j room. Came Kenny Campbell, a She took a terrible beating.
Now another unfortunate miss is
that the Tiger teams of the past Carolina man we'd never seen bethree or four years have
put j fore and said that if we knew a the proud possessor of a pair of
Clemson on the athletic map—we | Clemson man who didn't have a lavender masculine pajamas. She
too is the object of ridicule. I guess
have beat some of the great teams j place to stay, he had an extra the only way out is to hold a huge
of the nation. But Clemson has j bed. We took it. and really learn rummage sale and get rid of all
been put on the map in name ed something about Ken's, and narrow-mindedness and ridicule in
only. Many • of
the thousands Carolina's Southern hospitality. It one fell swoop.
who know of Clemson, know only is genuine.
that we have a great football
And those who think that the
Carolina rivalry is not genuine
team.
If, however, we had the stadium should have been at the game
facilities, many of those thou- Thursday.
sands would come here for our
Oscar should know—that with
games and we could show them
that a great Clemson team repre- Tiger Ball just around the corner,
sents a great college.
We have some citizens on the Tiger staff
plenty to show them—the most are still shopping around for a
will
beautiful campus in the state, and sponsor. Of course Oscar
one of the most beautiful in the never know, and after a trip to
By GUS WHAM
nation, and one of the most order- Winthrop this" week-end (to do
FRIDAY, "LUCKY PARTNERS"
ly, neatest, and friendliest student some shopping) one and all on the
Tiger will be ICO per cent spon- —A 101 minute comedy with Ronbodies in the nation.
We also have the space to of- sored—so it is just as well that ald Colman, Ginger Rogers, and
Jack Carson in the scintillating
fer free parking, uncongested traf- Oscar doesn't know.
roles. This is the first show that
fic, and relief from the routine
The Tiger this week can do Ronald Colman has teamed with
traffic problems of large
city
games. We live in the country, more "I told you soing' than us- Ginger Rogers and it should be a
predicted wow. As the story goes, Miss Rogbut in handling a football crowd ual. All along we've
that would be to our advantage. that Clemson would turn out 99 ers gets a hunch that if she and
Colman buy a sweepstakes ticket,
In addition to athletics, as the per cent for a top-notch concert,
they'll win. Ginger wins $6,000 and
and
the
attendance
at
the
Jepson
intellectual center of agriculture
she and Colman go on .a honeyless
concert
verified
that
prediction.
in the state we could use the stahoneymoon, or in other words; an
We think that the Clemson stu- experimental honeymoon without
dium for many agricultural exhibits. That would sell many dents were perfectly behaved at the benefit of the clergy. The script
the concert, and were the most ap- is good and the musical score by
others of the state on Clemson.'
present. Their Dimitri Tiomkin is exceptionally
I don't know how much a sta- preciative group
dium will cost, but they are not applause was generous and sin- fit for artistic highlights.
The
dished out in the five and ten cere. Which is proof, we think, critics rate it swell.
stores. It will cost plenty, and it that we didn't get the concert seSATURDAY , "CHEROKEE
will take a masterful bit of financ- ries too soon, and that it will be STRIP"—This is the first big specan
annual
success.
ing to build one at Clemson. When
ial production from the maker of
top outdoor pictures, Harry Sherman. Any audience will enjoy its
action and color, .and the performances of the handpicked stellar
cast, particularly Richard Dix, who
matches his outstanding work in
"Cimarron." It is as the name
has the power to keep himself
THE TIGER has occasionally
and other members nf the local suggests—a Western. Plot: Richreceived missives from publicity
ard Dix becomes .a hard-riding, fast
yellow sheet out of the dirt colseekers desiring- their names, esumn. This is discrimination and shooting U. S. marshal sent to
pecially flattering nicknames, in
not in keeping with the demo- clean up a large section of Oklahoprint, but the one printed becratic principles as are extolled ma known as Cherokee Strip. Lead
low—and written in all sincerby the pens of our wonder-work- flies aplenty, but as usual Dix gets
ity as evidenced by the general
ers of the "South's most inter- the last shot. If you are of the
character of the note—is especesting college newspaper" ? ? ? ? boot family and would like to see
ially deserving of space.
On
Yours 'til we see you all in the how you'd look on a nag, don't
first reading we were hurt) on
miss it. But leave your spurs off,
place shied by snowballs.
second, amused.
ED (The useless one) DENNY. boys, "them thar" nags got the
Dear Tom:
speed of a sixteen year old on her
Dick (his ole lady and coIt is quite evident from the looks
ninety-ninth date.
rider. CAUGHMAN.
of the last "Tiger" as to standP. S. On to Berlin.
MONDAY, "WHEN THE DALing of the staff members of ClemTONS RODE '—Randolph Scott and
son's koran, namely The 1941 TAPS.
Kay Francis are the stars.
Other
In other words, as before, Oscar's Dear Lever;
Just a note to take issue with a information is unavailable.
chief delight (it sounds more like
TUESDAY, "WYOMING"—Here's
Lever talking) seems to be in re- statement that appeared in "The
a show that boasts of some of the
vealing the week-end pastime of a Tiger" dated 10-17.
Under the headline "Clemsons finest photography ever seen on
couple of Honorable members.
The honorable Mr. Lever him- Meet Carolina ..." on page 1, the screen. A drama 88 minutes
self is a staunch advocate of someone has written that the Se- long with Wallace Beery, Leo Carnior Platoon will drill Oct. 24th for rillo, Ann Rutherford, and Joseph
democratic principles in the
highest degree where they con- the first time in State Fair his- Calleia in the leads. Wallace Berry,
cern "Equality under the Law." tory. In all fairness to Col. "Streak" shortly after the Civil War, robs
Yet his dirt column is. a pro- Lawton, the leader, Brigade Com. trains with the assistance of his
John Dunlap, assistant leader, and henchman, Leo Carrillo. He finds
duct of his own making and
serves its purpose well as a means all the boys in the '36-'37 platoon, himself with an adopted family,
of attacking, under cover, ceryou owe them an apology' for over- Ann Rutherford and Bobs Watson,
tain individuals and parties with looking the effort that was made as .a result of a promise given their
father who had befriended him.
whom the Editor has tangled at at the fair game in 1936.
various times regarding issues
How well 1 remember that session Beery is arrested but breaks out of
Itf fancy drilling! We darned near jail and kills the villian. The city
and ideas.
The aforesaid "honorable" ons f;ot run over by the teams on the council meets, and Wallace Beery is
Continued on Page 4
given his freedom. The acting is
la sitting IK the driver's seat and

Talk of the Town

i

By Mitchell Simmons

Shoot the
SHOW

TomClemson Writes-

—that tiie former editor of the
Tiger. Mr. Mazo, seems to be on
the road to matromonial bliss, and
that he (oscar)
doubts • if the
present editor will be able to follow in the Charleston lad's footsteps that far.

Hugenin really were in the groove
at their two man rally Wednesday.
—oscar says—

—that he (Oscar) feels left out
in the cold when he sees all these
keys gracing the waistlines of the
—oscar says—
great and near-great ones on the
—that Bill Trammel really was campus. Would it be possible for
cute in his borrowed boots one of Oscar to redeem yours in June,
these last weekends.
And that Captain Mace?
Senior private Merrit's appearance I
—oscar says—
wasn't helped any by the oversize | —that he wonders if Major
hobnails he wore to the fair, eith-! Smitty is destitute enough to hock
er.
■ j his medals? Or could it be modes—osoar. says—
ty? At any rate, he isn't sagging
—that he doesn't quite get that | under their weight these days.
:
complimentary close, "Yours on
—oscar says—
Velvet," that Wilson Green sticks
—that some of the Willkie profs
on his letters to his "one and must be awful suckers. Seems that
only (s)."
all it takes to pass their courses
—oscar says—is a Willkie button.
—that it really was a good thing
that the social frat boys took their
—that First Sergeant
Anthony
cits along to the State Fair has pushed Mama Colvin out of
blow-outs last week end.
the limelight. He (Oscar) hereby
—oscar s.:ys—
—that he (Oscar) doesn't under- nominates ex-corporal Anthony for
stand how the suction operated in president of the horses neck club.
the Who's Who pickings. Could it
be that the guys are Prexy Pearce's j —that Dog Christopher could
string three citizens
(one from
poor relations?
the Zoo, one from Converse, and
—oscar say*—
—that Miss Cornelia Elphick, of the other one don't matter) along I
the vedy, vedy Willkie Elphicks,! at the same time if Balfour Foster
seems to be getting mail correctly i would cut down on the heckling.
addressed these days. It begins to
look like his ole lady won't have j —that Ernie (Boy am I a capto stag at the dances in the off-: tain) Freeman must have a magic
eye. He knows when the boys are
ing.
using electric razors after long—oscar says—
—that Willkieites Barnes and roll.

WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER CLEMSON'S
GREATEST NEED?
By S. C. STRIBLING
H. J. Tarleton (3) South Orange,
N. J.—Our professors deserve better salaries.
H. B. Wilson (4) Abbeville — I
would like to see a few more women around here. I think that
the development of our social life
is very important.
G. K. McCloud (2) Timmonsville
—I think we need a free bus running to Rock Hill every Saturday.
W. T. Odell (1) Easley—We need
a new y stadium worse than anything.
H. M. Correll (4) York—I think
we need a new stadium as an
airport, because when I come back
to see the best team in the South
play I want to fly and not be
bothered with traffic.
J. A. Andrea (1) Greer—I think
we need a new stadium and an
stadium. We could get some good
teams to play here if we had a
good stadium.
Bob Stoddard (4) Owens—I think
we need a new auditorium.
We
need to get together and have
chapel once in a while.
David Bisset (3) Savannah, Ga.
—I think we need an honor system even worse than we need material improvements.
R. H. Ellis (3) Little RiverOne of our greatest needs is a good
football field.
W. D. Cranford (3) Rock Hill—
I think Clemson's greatest necessity right now is a football stadium. We would attract better
teams and larger crowds. I think
a stadium would prove to be a
profitable investment.
G. C. Norton (1) Marion—I think
they ought to enlarge some of
the buildings and improve the barracks. We need a new' auditorium
and a new chemistry building.
J. A. Garner (4) Hartsville—
I think we need a chapel. It would
change the
atmosphere around
here.
J. D. McCormick (2) North—The
first barracks
needs reworking.
The floors are in terrible shape.
W. C. Butler (1) Greenville—I
think right now a new stadium
would be a great help.
J. G. Ferguson (3) Winnsboro—
One of the best improvements that
could be made at Clemson would
be the establishment of an honor
system. A good working honor
system would raise the school's
rating tremendously.
R. M. Hammond (2) Anderson—
I think we ought to have some
physical equipment in the field
house, such as bar-bells, dumbbells, and other body-building apparatus.
R. H. Wiggins (1) Dillon — I
think we need a new stadium
worse than anything else. ■
R. G. Parks (1) Hickory, N. C—
I think we need most a new auditorium.
superb and the settings are perfeet. An MOM production.
WEDNESDAY, "GOLD RUSH
MAISIE"-For laughs galore, don't
miss this one. Ann Sothern furnishes the ticklers and does a swell
job of making one forget his trou
bles. The plot centers around Miss
Sothern who carries her wisecracks to the gold fields and gets
caught in the rush. As a comedy,
it's tops.
THURSDAY, "THIRD FINGER
LEFT HAND'—Myrna Loy. Melvyn Douglas, Raymond Walburn.
Lee Bowman and a host of others
combine their talents to bring movie
fans a comedy that is definitely in
the top brackets. The plot is above
the average with Myrna Loy as a
girl who lives up to the marriage
that never took place.
Rating:
Good.

j
j
|

il. G. Way (3) Hemingway—
I think we need a student honor
system, both in classes and in barracks.
W. C. Wearn (4) Newberry—
I think we could use a new administration building and auditorium.
J. L. Gabrels (1) Spartanburg—
I think the freshmen ought to
rate more week-ends.
L. Pyles (2)j Washington, D. C.
—I think we need a good football
team for next Saturday's game.
Atwell Summerville (3) York—
We need a hostess house to put
dates in on week-ends.
C. J. Tailevast (2) Atlanta, Ga.
—Clemson needs to be turned into
a co-ed school more than anything else.
Harold Barnard
(1)
Orlando,
Fla.—I think a little paint in the
barracks wouldn't hurt.
F. C. Hobson (2) York—I thnak
we need a new auditorium.
H. T. Stewart (1) Marion — I
think we need a new stadium. I'm
also in favor of the honor system.
T. E. Grimes (2) Sumter—I think
we need more women.
T. W.~ Crayton (4) Anderson—
I think two laundries would be a
help.
Dooly Arnette (2) Winnsboro—
We need a new auditorium badly.
S. R. Webster (4) Mullins — I
think we should have a hostess
house for our dates.
J. H. Tate (2) Brevard, N. C—
We need the honor system.
C. H. Von Hollen (3) Greenville
—A new stadium so we can play
some good teams at home.
W. R. Rogier (3) Cassatt—I think
we need a new auditorium worse
than anything else.
M. W. Rickenbaker (4) Summerton—I think Clemson's two greatest needs at the present are a
stadium and an air-field.
William Fitch (1) Olanta — I
think Clemson needs a football
stadium.
J. R. Stephens (2) Canton, N. C.
—I think we need a new stadium.
H. A. Wall (1) Moncks Corner—
A stadium and an airport.
F. P. Cuthbert (2) Summerville
—Clemson's greatest need in my
opinion is a stadium.
R. H. Walker (4) Appleton — I
think we need some better food.
J. J. Casserly (3) Flushing,, N.
Y.—We need a new system of
class cuts.
J. H. Uprichard (1) Ware Shoals
—The first barracks could stand
a little paint.
J. R. Wood (4) Greenville — I
think Clemson could use a new
main building.
A. F. Burgess (4) Anderson — A
new stadium so we can play some
big boys here.
S. Crow (3) Spartanburg — I
think we need a new auditorium.
G. C. Thompson (2) East Falls
Church, Va.—I think we need a
large stadium so we
can put
Clemson on the map of big time
football.
Ned Woodruff (3) Cedar Town,
Ga.-We need an honor system
It would certainly improve conditions at Clemson.
My Dear Tom:
In reply to your open letter to
me in last week's TIGER in re
showing of the Campus Reels to
the corps of cadets, I beg to state
that this reel at present is away at
some of the alumni chapters.
Just as soon as ff**is returned.
I shall be glad to arrange for a
showing of this reel to the student
body and I will let you know at
what time this can be done.
Thanking you for the interest
shown, I am,
J. H. Woodward, Sec,
Clemson Alumni Corporation.

/
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Phi Kappa Phi Elects Eighteen Men To Honor Membership
Honor Seniors
Named Members
National Frat
Clemson's eighteen highest scholastic seniors were this week tapped by the local chapter of Phi
Kappa Phi, national scholastic fraternity for technical colleges and
universities.
All of the men selected for membership have a grade point ratio
of 65 or better. The eighteen men
represent approximately eight per'cent of the senior class, arid students from all of the departments
of the college.
The men selected are W. C.
South, vocational agricultural education senior, of Richburg; D. JRoss, textile engineering senior from
Columbia; B. V. Hawkins, horticultural senior from Campobello; W.
H. Carder, textile chemistry senior
from Bedford, Mass.; S. T. Jenkins, textile engineering senior
from Mayodan, N. C; R. E. Holroyd,
architecture senior from Anderson;
W. C. Wearn, electrical engineering
senior from Newberry; W. h. Richbourg, mechanical engineering senior from Liberty.
Also J. J. Pitts, agronomy senior
from Newberry; J. C. Hartley, mechanical and electrical engineering
senior from Greenwood; J. S. Mace,
chemical engineering senior from
Charleston; J. L. Beaudrot, mechanical engineering senior from
Greenwood; W. E. Hallman, architectural senior of Aiken; R. R.
Pearce, general science senior of
Columbia; D. W. Smith, electrical
engineering senior from Williston;
E. C. Truett, vocational agricultural
education senior, J. P. Watson,
chemical engineering senior from
Greenwood; and L. B. Smith, general science senior of West Virginia.

\

Mr. J. Roy Cooper, associate
secretary of the YMCA and adviser for the sophomore Y Council,
said that the Sophomore Y Council had a steak supper at the Y
cabin on the river Friday, October
18.
Approximately sixty
members
were present at five o'clock when
they played games and stopped at
six to eat supper.
The council discussed projects
for the coming year and adjourned.

Kirchner Provides
Archery Equipment
Archery is fast making a place
for itself in Clemson's intramural
sports program. Director Freddie
Kirchner said today that much
interest is being shown.by quite a
few students.
Targets have been set up on the
field in front of the Pieldhouse and
target faces and other equipment
are available at the intramural office. In a tournament to determine
the Robin Hood of Clemson the contestants are shooting the American
round. Each archer may shoot as
many rounds as he wishes, and a
silver cup will be awarded the winner.
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Poole, Y Band
To Pendleton
Dr. R. Prank Poole will accompany the YMCA band to Pendleton
Sunday, where they will present a
program seven-thirty that evening.
After a delayed start Discovery
The band, under the leadership of
Cadet Ross, will present a musical opens this season with eight sides.
Tommy Dorsey leads with "Two
program. Dr. Poole will be the chief
Dreams Met." Nice Dorsey tromspeaker of the occasion.
boneing follows the introduction
for a chorus then a delicate Connie Haynes vocal backed by soft
trumpets and the full band comes
in for the closing. The arrangement is nicely played at a medium
tempo.
"When You Awake" backs "Two
Dreams" and is a fine arrangement played at a slower tempo.
After the introduction the first
chorus is played by Tommy backed by trumpets. Prank Sinatra follows with the vocal chorus and the
full band comes in to complete the
side. This is a nice tune devoted
to Tommy's trombone and the
Martin Drug Co.
Prank Sinatra vocal and seems
destined to become one of his
most popular sweet recordings.
Larry Clinton's recording of the
new "I Hear Music" is a nice arrangement at a bright mediumjump tempo and highlights a beautifully toned sax section, a nice
trombone section and a Peggy
Mann vocal chorus that has much
on the ball. Followers of Hank
Wayland will also detect a nice
rhythmic drive by the bass. The
alto chorus following the vocal exhibits fine tone and nice playing.
This is a record which could well
,
stand a place on the must have
list.
The other side presents "Dane-

Guaranteed
WATCH REPAIRS

Crystals Fitted to Any Wateh
Latest In Watch Bands

FEINSTEIN'S WATCH SH0P
Across From L. C.

Clemson Boy Scouts
Hold Regular Meet

CAPT

LEGE, „

ED OH FIEST

^S

Soph Y. Council
Eat Steak, Play
Games, Go Home

CLEMSON CLOSE-UPS

SHOP AND SAVE AT

GALLANT-BELK CO.

ANDERSON'S LARGEST AND
BEST DEPT. STORE

Or ens Addresses
Greenville Club
ing On A Dime," a slow tune nicely
played. The trombones are featured in the first chorus with Terry
Allen following with the vocal
chorus. This is a tune that will be
appreciated more after being played several times.
Glen Miller comes forward with
"Yesterthoughts," an old Victor
Herbert melody with new lyrics.
At a slow tempo the Ray Eberle
vocal follows the full band first
chorus and is the best feature of
the record. The band's performance is typically Miller; no more
need be said.
The reverse is "A Handful of
Stars." This is one that caused
comment ever before being record-'
ed. Another swell Ray Eberle vocal

Dr. I. P. Orens, professor of physics and logic, addressed the GreenviHe Italian Society Wednesday
night. Dr. Orens spoke on "Science
and the Modern World."
In his talk, Dr. Orens stressed
the importance that science has
reached in the everyday affairs of
the world.

The Clemson Tigers are keeping
possession of the pigskin a lot this
Clemson defenders against foot- fall. They have put the ball into
ball air raids have intercepted 18 play on 370 occasions, compared
enemy passes in five games.
to 275 opposition plays.

backed by the beautiful playing of
the sax section. Tex Benecke follows the vocal chorus with a deep
sub-tone sax solo, played in a way
that spotlights him as one of the
outstanding musicians of the land.
"I Surrender Dear'' by Shep
Fields Rippling Rhythm features
a good vocal offering by Hal Darwin.

STONE MOTHERS
Complete OutfiiteFs To Men, Young
Men, and Students
Greenville, S. C.
108 N. Mom Street

IN UNIFORM

ADMITTED FREE
TO THE

ANDERSON FAIR
ON THURSDAY NOVEMBER 7TH.

Wifllam C. Rowland
Company
PHiLMMSLfHIA, FA.
Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. Tfeat is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

Clemsen Cadets Are ^Always
—^AT

HIYFAffi CRM.L
ANDERSON, S. C.

MAIN STREET

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST
,

COME ON OVER BOYS ANP ENJOY SOUTH
CAROLINA-GEORGIA'S GREATEST ANNUAL
EVENT

By PEARLSTINE
FIFTY YEARS A SURGEON, by
Robert Tuttle Morris.
Here is a book that includes
many details of medical and surgical technique, but one that will
be found to interest the layman as
much as it does the physician. "A
book that ought to be compulsory
for medical students and nurses
. . . ", says T. R., in the Saturday
Review of Literature, and the frankness with which Dr. Morris reveals
his experiences leaves us a really
good book. Dr. Morris narrates the
distinctive features of his life in a
loose, but vigorous manner, giving
short tales of his career, and filling us with informed and subtle
comments on his profession. This
is a gladdening record of human
achievement, written of the thrills
of medical advancements, by one
who has played his part in them.
Just to give one of the many anecdotes scattered throughout his
volume, Dr. Morris tells of a surgeon out hunting, who seeing some
ducks in the distance shot at them.
The surgeon started eagerly forward, only at that instant to see a
man jump up and yell. Himself
undiscovered he went quietly away,
knowing that the shot at so great
a distance could not do much harm.
Back in his office the surgeon was
just putting on the white coat of
his profession when an excited man
entered, and asked TO have some
shot extracted.
It was the same fellow he had
just encountered, but he took out
the shot, and to avoid suspicion
was forced to charge him a small
fee. Dr.
Morris'
autobiography
will be liked by all medical men,
partly because of Its candor, but
more so because it tells of the
gratifying union between a man and
his work.
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Anderson, South Carolina

The Clemson Chapter of Young
Democrats last week named -James
J. Lever,
Columbia, president;
Robert L. Stoddard, Owings, vicepresident; Julian Dusenbury, Claus
sen, secretary-treasurer; and Jack
Q. Lever, Columbia, corresponding
secretary. The group named William E. Awtrey, West Columbia, J.
S. Mace, Charleston, and Howard
C. Zerbst, Charleston, to the executive committee.
Besides immediate campaign activities, Lever said that the organization will also bring to Clemson
outstanding statesmen from South
Carolina and other states from
time to time. "It is our plan," Lever said, "to bring leading authorities on such problems as labor, slum clearance, schooling, politics, crime, health, taxation, and
the state fiscal system, and as
many other
education fields as
possible to Clemson to speak."
Lever announced the appointment of a program committee
headed by Roy Pearce, Columbia,
and including D. J. Ross, West Columbia, Julian Dusenbury, Prank
Horton Columbia, and C. B. Lesesne, Columbia, to arrange these
programs.
Several of the states outstanding
political leaders have already expressed a willingness to visit
Clemson and meet with the group.
Mrs. Elias Compton, selected as
one of the 10 outstanding women
of 1939, is the only woman ever
to receive an honorary LL. D. degree for motherhood. She ft the
mother of three famous men.
Experiments in the University of
Illinois College of Medicine may
produce a means to combat severe
gas pains that follow surgical operations.
University of Wisconsin has (g
male-order dating bureau*
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SHOW SCHEDULE
Some unusually good pictures have re_
cently been scheduled to come to Clemson.
This schedule includes the following:
Night of October 31 and Afternoon and Night
of November 1.
LUCKY PARTNERS, featuring Ginger
Rogers and Ronald Coleman
Saturday morning and Saturday Afternoon,
November 2
A LITTLE BIT OF HEAVEN, Gloria Jean
Saturday afternoon, beginning at 3 o'clock,
and extending through Saturday night—
CHEROKEE STRIP, featuring Richarrd Dix

FOOTBALL THRILLS OF 1939, BIG GAME
FISH And NEWS
Not only Clemson students and campus people,
are invited to attend these programs. There is
no admission and no collection is taken.
November 4—
WHEN THE DALTON ROBE, featuring
Randolph Scott and Kay Francis.
Co. 1-1, C. W. Pitchford, captain; M. C.
Cantrell, A & R Officer, will have open house
program at 8:30 P. M.
November 5—
WYOMING, featuring Wallace Beery and
Marjorie Main
Open House at 8:30 P. M. for Co. B-l, Henry
Bradford, captain; M. I. Jenkins A & R Officer
November 6—
GOLD RUSH MAISIE, Anne Sothern.
This will remind you of the second number
on the Artists program—U. S. NAVY Band
in the Field House tonight at 8 P. M.
Company L-2 scheduled to be entertained for
Open House at this time will please meet at
8 o'clock on Tuesday night, the 5th. Captain
of Co. L-2, S. E. Davis, A & R Officer, A. C.
Littlejohn. Please note this change.
November 7—
THIRD FINGER LEFT HAND, Myrna Loy
and Melvin Douglas.
This picture was scheduled to play in Atlanta
the past week. It is said to be an unusually
good picture and is one of the recent releases
of Metro_Goldwyn.
Open House for Co. K-2; Captain, P. D. Seabrook; A & R Officer, J. I. Horton.
Friday, November 8—
HIRED WIFE, Rosalind Russell and
Brian Ahern.

Af—

HARDWARE CO.

BAYEI

Sunday Afternoon, November 3
At 1:30 and 6 o'clock a delegation of girls
and boys from the University of S. C. will
have charge of the Vesper program.
Reels to be run immediately following Vesper
services include: VALIANT VENEZUELA,

s=s

CLEMSON CADETS

The Boy Scouts of Troop 30,
Clemson, S. C. met at the regular
time Friday, Oct. 25, 1940, in the
"Y" Parlors. Jim Glenn, Senior
Patrol Leader,, and Mr. M. A.
Pfifer led the meeting in the absence of John Hare and Bill Awtrey. The patrol leaders presented
reports of all meetings and hikes.
All scouts were urged to wear
their uniforms to the scout meeting, and to increase their efforts
toward advancement. An all-day
hike was planned for Saturday,
Nov. 2, on which any tests of the
outdoor variety may be passed. The
destination of the hike will be decided by the scoutmasters and the
older boys, with the view in mind
of a place not frequently visited
by campers. The meeting was drawn
to a close with the Great Scoutmaster's Benediction.
Albert Meiburg, Scribe.

*:*

Young Democrats
Organize Here,
Name Officers

November 9—
THE WESTERNER, Gary Cooper
Sunday, November 10—
Mr. Wallace Friday, a graduate of Clemson
and former president of the Clemson Y. M.
C. A., will speak at Vespers at 1:30 and 6
o'clock. Mr. Friday is a graduate of Yale
Divinity School and is now director of Young

People's Work for the Methodist Church for
the upper part of South Carolina.
News and travel pictures will be run immediately following the Vesper program.
November 11—
FATHER IS A PRINCE
Open House for Co. H-2, Captain, R. B.
Caughman; A & R Officer, E. F. Martin,
November 12—
HAUNTED MONEYMOON
Open House for Co. D2, Captain, W. R
O'Shields; A & R Officer, A Kerehma*.
November 13—
Picture to be announced later.
Open House for Co. F_2, Captain, A
Rhodes; A & R Officer, R, E. Colvin.

P.

November 14—
RHYTHM ON THE RIVER,
Bing Crosby and Mary Martin
November 15—
SKY MURDER

!

November W—
Delegation of students from N. C. State College— 1:30 and at 6 o'clock. News and Travel
pictures.
Other pictures coming include: DULCIE,
CHRISTMAS IN JULY, CALLING ALL
HUSBANDS, return engagement of REBECCA,
MOON OVER BURMA, Nov. 21; BOOMTOWN, November 22-23; A BILL OF DIVORCEMENT, OVER THE MOON, THEY
DRIVE BY NIGHT, COMIN' ROUND THE
MOUNTAIN, BLACKOUT, KNUTE ROCKNE,
CITY FOR CONQUEST, DR. KILDARE GOES
HOME, UNTAMED, FLOWING GOLD, THE
GREAT McGINTY.
Among some of the interesting books that
have recently been added to the collection at
the Y. M. C. A. are the following:
THE FINE ART OF LIVING TOGETHER
by A W. Beaven.
Those who heard Dr. Beaven speak at Clemson
last June will certainly want to read this book.
CHRIST'S ALTERNATIVE TO COMMUNISM
Dr. E. Stanley Jones
THE

FAITH BY WHICH THE CHURCH
LIVES—Georgia Harkness
YOUTH AND THE HOMES OF TOMORROW
Edwin T .Dahlberg
WHOLESOME MARRIAGE—Ernest R. Groves
and Gladys H. Groves
MODERN WORSHIP—Von Ogden Vogt.
Thre books that will be stimulating to those
who plan to hear Dr. McNeill Poteat include:
COMING TO TERMS WITH THE UNIVERSE,
THESE SHARED HIS PASSION and
THE CENTURION
Numerous interesting pamphlets have been
secured from time to time. Some of the most
interesting of these include the following:
WANTED, A FAIR CHANCE, ENTERING
MARRIAGE, WHEN A COUPLE ARE EN
GAGED, THINGS THAT COUNT IN COURTSHIP, GETTING STARTED IN MARRIAGE,
SECURTY OR THE DOLE?, THE SOUTH'S
PLACE IN THE NATION.

FOUR
Honor Frats Have Tapped Again
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College Poll Shows Willkie Leading; Dam't!
Margin Is Narrow
In All Sections,
Survey Shows

WORMS:;—Pictured above are the eight men who
were recently accepted by Tau Beta Pi, national
scholastic engineering fraternity. Left to right,

GENERAL GETS FED—General Frank Horton
ran into a mess of Sigma Tau Epsilon initiates
WJUJ were anxious to put the good general in
the! right mood by first putting him to smoking,
cljiewing gum. and last of all chopping. Shown

are, J. S. Zeigler, W. H. Wigington, J. L. Edwards, R. W. Kirkland, S. M. Harper, H. Strawhorn, J. W. Nims, C. E. Hammond.

in the picture are R. E. Perry, General Horton,
O. B. Cannon, E. G. Edwards, L. W. Coker, and P.
S. Smith. H. H. Holmes did not hear the mess
hall announcement and did not get in the picture.

AUSTIN, Texas, November 1—
American college opinion is almost
equally divided between Franklin
Roosevelt and Wendell Willkie.
Results tabulated this week for
the first Student Opinion ■ Surveys
of America poll of the college year
show the Republican candidate
with a minute lead of one-half of
one per cent. Willkie's majority is
so slim that, considering the allowable margin of error (3 or 4 per
cent) in all scientific sampling, it
would be more appropriate to say
that college students are about
evenly livided on the two candidates.
.The Tiger is cooperating with the
Surveys and nearly 150 other college newspapers in conducting these
polls established in 1938 by the
University of Texas. Reports of national college opinion, based on a
proportional sample of students
from Maine to California, will appear weekly.
Scores of personal interviewers
using uniform ■ methods over this
cross section of campuses asked
students, "Whom do you want to
see elected president in November?"
All students:
Willkie, said
50.5%
Roosevelt, said
49.5
1
(Of all students interviewed, 6
per cent declared they had not decided.)
Not all college students are eligible to vote, of course, but of the
thousands who are 21or older and
Will go to the polls next Tuesday,
a majority will probably give their
support to Willkie. Cross tabulations of qualified voters gave these
percentages, adjusted to eliminate
undecided answers:
Voting students;
WILLKIE
53.4%
ROOSEVELT
47.6
This poll was taken before the
President swung fully into his
speaking tour, and it may be that
before election day he may influence many a collegian, with the
possibility of his taking the majority from Willkie. In 1938 the
Surveys started sampling collegiate
opinion on the third term. Here is
the record, showing the increase of
approval as election time approached:
Favoring a third term for F. D. R.—
December 1939
27.2%
January 1939
28.2
November 1939
_
31.8
February 1940
39.5
TODAY
49.5 .
From section to section of the
nation opinion varies considerably.
Only in the Middle Atlantic states,
which the Gallop and Fortune surveys indicate will be the deciding
factors, are students sharply divided: New England—63 per cent for
Willkie; Middle Atlantic —52 per
cent for Willkie; East Central, 60
per cent for Willkie; West Central,
62 per cent for Willkie; South—63
per cent for Roosevelt; West—61
per cent for Roosevelt.

WHO'S WHO

EIGHT DISCHORDS—Mu Beta Psi, national
music fraternity, is this week putting eight dischords through the paces of initiation. Kneeling are dischords Buck Addicks, H. P. Belue, L.

C. Harmon, and Henry Correll. Standing are H.
A. Coleman, Bolt Day, .W. H. Donly, and F. C.
Haddon.

—Continued From Page Onemember of Blue Key and Tiger
Brotherhood.
Ed Young is a member of Blue
Key, Tiger Brotherhood, Historian
of the senior class, and on the
YMCA Cabinet.
Mace is master alchemist of Alpha Chi Sigma, sports editor of
The Tiger, member of Blue Key,
Tiger Brotherhood, Phi Kappa Phi.
Rutledge is captain of Scabbard
and Blade and commander of the
second cadet regiment.
Hallman is editor of TAPS, vicepresident of the senior class, member of Blue Key, Tiger Brotherhood, Minarets.
Rogers is editor of the AGRARIAN, a regimental executive, member of Blue Key, Minor C and other
campus clubs.
Holmes is honorary captain of
Pershing Rifles, a member of Scabbard and Blade, Senior Council and
Tiger Brotherhood.
Eve is president of the YMCA,
member Alpha Zeta, Blue Key, Tiger Brotherhood.
Edgar Ross is president of Blue
Key, member Tiger Brotherhood,
president of the. Block C Club.
J. L. Gregory is a member of
Scabbard and Blade and is leader
of Clemson's famed senior platoon.
Carder is president of Pi Psi and
business manager of the Bobbin
and Beaker.
Smith is cadet major, adjutant
and a member of Phi Kappa Phi,
Sigma Tau Epsilion, and Scabbard
and Blade.
Guyton is president of the Central Dance Association and a regimental supply officer.
Stoddard is president of the Calhoun Forensic Society, president
of PSA, member of Blue Key,
Strawberry Leaf (honor forensic
fraternity).
Lesesrie is brigade supply sergeant, an outstanding member of
the Tiger staff, and a member of
Tiger Brotherhood.
Dusenbury is a battalion sergeant
major, president of the junior class,
and secretary of the Young Democrats.
Givens Young is brigade sergeant
major.
Lever is editor of THE TIGER.
Perhaps 50 per cent and certainly
25 per cent of the country's population has impaired visicn because
of vitamin A deficiency, says Prof.
Robert S. Harris of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.

THEY ALL TAP—Maybe it is not exactly tapping
that Joe Chuharski is doing to Stan Shurtleff,
but it is all part of the initiation of Iota Lambda
Sigma, national industrial education fraterenity.
Waiting their turns are F. W. Dellinger, and A,

/

R. Sellers. The initiation started this week and
wffl continue until State Fair holidays. Chuharski is president of the fraternity. Initiates
tot shown are Seig Holmes and Horace Smith.

FOR CARDS:—Birthday GetWell, Sympathy. Gifts, NewBaby.
THE LITTLE SHOP
Next Door to Berry's Beauty
Shcp—C::a:on, S. C.

Forensic Society
Debates Issues
Of Big Campaign

Officers At
Mailman, Johnson FFA
State Fair Meet
Win Architecture
Design Problems

JACKSON TO CONVENTION
C. C. Jackson, agricultural education senior from Camden, will
represent the Clemson Chapters of
the FFA and Alpha Tau Alpha at
their national convention in Kansas City, November 11 to the 18th.
Jackson is president of both organizations.

Officers of the Clemson FFA
Chapter were delegates at the annual FFA Day held last Tuesday
at the State Fair. Those attending
were C. C. Jackson, president; E.
W. E. Hallman was recently C. Truett, J. L. Sherman, and E.
awarded first place in the junior B, Collins.
and senior architecture design
problem. The winning design was
an Arsenal Gateway, painted by
airbrush. A. B. Johnson was also
REASONABLE PRICES AND EASY TERMS
awarded first place.
Second place went to T. L. Kivett,
D. L. Grantham; R. E. Holroyd, and
122 WEST WHITNER STREET
PHONE 54
L. A. Groce. C. L. Potter, Hassie
ANDERSON, S. C.
Forrester, Russel Abee, and K. B.
Jennings won third place honors.
Alvie Yecko, I. M. Pearlstone,
and S. T. Hooks placed first in the
sophomore design problem, a Memorial Information center.

.- Direct clash debating was
the main feature on the program of the Calhoun Forensic
Society last night where the
farm policy of the Roosevelt
administration was discussed.
Frank Barnes, chairman of the
program committee, was in
charge.
On the affirmative side were
M. H. Lynn, C. R. Blackmon,
J. T. Lazar, and R. C. Wiggins. Members of the negative
side were G. E. Thompson, G.
M. Dunlap, J. W. DantzSince its organization at
North Carolina State two years
ago, this type of debating has
been used a great deal at
Clemscn, Bob Stoddard, president of the society, said.
For
the past several weeks policies
of the present administration
have been discussed in this
manner.

NEW AND USED FURNITURE
R. FRETWELL & SONS, INC.

TOM CLEMSON
Continued from Page 2
kickoff beginning the second half.
There was just too much going on
during half-time—as is usually the
case at the game. However, I know
that this year's platoon will attract
plenty of attention—they looked
mighty good at Homecoming.
Incidentally, you fellows are really doing a swell job with "The Tiger"—keep them rolling!
Regards,
Wm. Folk, Jr.
Class of '37.
To the Editor of The Tiger,
Sir:
In your letter in the Oct. 23 issue of The Gamecock, our student
newspaper, you observed that on
one occasion I "promised to our
revered Dr. Enoch Sikes, and Clemson, the friendship and support of
Carolina on every day of the year
save one."
Your statement is absolutely correct, but I feel that, in justice to
the originator of this fine sentiment, I should point out that I
merely reversed the noble saying
of my good friend, the late Walter
M. Riggs, a great Clemson president, who many years ago declared
in an interview with a Columbia
newspaper that he was one hundred per cent for Carolina every
day of the year except one—that
of our annual gridiron encounter.
Now that the athletic argument
between our institutions has been
settled for the season, it is Carolina's hope that the Tigers will
easily digest all opponents for the
rest of the season and at last will
come out of some colossal bowl
with victorious grins.
If the Tigers do this, I will jitterbug just as joyously as my valued friend, Dr. D. W. Daniel.
So intense was the bitter feeling
between Carolina and Clemson in
my own student days more than a
generation ago that the Clemson
uniform was a rare sight on our
campus. For a long time, in common with hosts of other Carolina
alumni, I have been delighted over
the good feeling and good fellowship between Clemson and Carolina
students. So many cadets come during Fair Week to visit their friends
at the University and to stay in
our dormitories that for a day or
two this becomes a Clemson-Carolina campus. I notice, too, that
many cadets at the same time inspect our dormitories for women
and find ample welcome there.
• May this good feeling and good
fellowship, this rivalry without hostility, steadily increase, may all of
us work shoulder to shoulder for
the upbuilding of the Palmetto
State and our country, through all
the years to come!
Yours cordially,
J. Rion McKissick,
President

Helton Writes
Of Players'
Group's Work
The executive committee of the
Clemson Community Players met
on September 24, 1940, and voted to
suspend production for the year
1940-41, due to the burning of the
new Clemson-Calhoun school house,
and due to not having a suitable
place to produce our plays other
than the College Chapel. All who
took part in the plays last year can
readily see how handicapped we
are, in that we have no suitable
place for rehearsals, and the labor
connected with the carrying back
and forth of stage equipment and
preparing the stage, etc.
It is
hoped that the new school house
will be ready by next year, and
that we can open up in a big way,
and have a very successful season.
1939-40 was a very successful year
for the Little Theater Club. During that year we managed to build
or buy sufficient equipment to
permit us to produce most any play
desired, and in addition thereto,
we donated $40.00 to the ParentTeachers' Association for school
improvement purposes.
We have
approximately $33.00 left in the
fund with which to start the wheels
to rolling early next year, 1941-42.
I wish to take this opportunity
to express my sincere appreciation
to everyone who took part in or
worked in connection with the plays
during the year 1939-40, for their
splendid cooperation and kind assistance. Without your cooperation
and assistance the Little Theater
Club could not have functioned so
successfully.
I would especially like to congratulate Prof. R. E. Ware, who
directed the first play of the year,
"The Cat and the Canary"; Prof.
Gilbert Miller, who directed the
second play, "Ceiling Zero"; Prof.
J. E. Gates, who directed the last
play, "Big Hearted Herbert", and
the members of their splendid casts
for the successful presentation of
the plays respectively.
Also I would like to extend my
heartiest appreciation and commendation to Prof. R. E. Ware and Mr.
Ed. Calkins for their untiring efforts in seeing that the stage was
always in readiness for the plays
and Mrs. A. G. -Holmes for her
kind and willing assistance in seeing to the props. No little part of
the success of the Little Theater
Club was due to their willing assistance regardless of hours and
labor.
I must not forget the kindness of
the public in attending these plays,
and I speak for the Little Theater
Club when I say many, many
thanks for your support, and I
hope you enjoyed seeing the plays
as much as we enjoyed producing
them.
K. R. Helton, Pres.,
Clemson Community Players.

BEST SHOES IN TOWN AT

HCKE SLOAN'S
FLORSHEIM—CROSBY SQUARE—FRIENDLY
FIVE—LEATHER SOLE, RUBBER SOLE, CREPE
SOLE— ARROW SHIRTS, TIES, UNDERWEAR,
BOTANY TD3S, BALFOUR JEWELRY
Note: Selling Merchandise On Junior and Senior
R. O. T. C. Checks.

Add Zest to Your Daily Life
Chew Delicious
DOUBLEMINT GUM

DOUBU5MIKT GOM and an]oy»g »
long-lasting flavor.

djdl

Wps

And cnevring Ito h*™^ Aids yottt
,tli.ve pant-up «"™?£££?.,ou» *****

STOP AT SUPREME LUNCH
For Short Orders and Sandwiches Of All Kinds
Across From the Calhoun Hotel.
Anderson, S. C.
—OPEN ALL NIGHT—

75c Lucky Tiger

50c Hinds

Hair Tonic

HONEY and ALMOND

75c Lucky Tiger
SHAMPOO
Both for

I. E. S.
INDIRECT TABLE

Study Lamp

2 PACKAGES 25c

Shaving Cream

Gillette Blades
1 TUBE GILLETTE
SHAVING CREAM

2 Bottles For

25c MENNENS SKIN
BRACER
Both For

51*

49*

49*

Lotion

69*

50c MENNENS

Join the Fun—Enter Our
FOOTBALL CONTEST
No Entry Fee—
—Cash Prizes

$2.98

•—■•'—'•

Ask For a Blank Today

COLGATES

Both For

OSTERINE

Tooth Paste
3 Ltuege 25c Tubes
For

49*
PALM OLIVE

TEK

SHICK INJECTOR

Tooth Brushes

Razor

2 Large 20c Tubes
For

50c Value
Only

With Package Blades
Special

2 Large 25c Tubes
For

29*

23*

69*

39*

Tooth Paste

Shaving Cream

C. Martin Drug Co.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
The Official College Book And Supply Store

.^^^.„^>^^.-^j^^,tttltflftmtgBmfMi
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Clemson Takes Hard

State Fair Classic From Carolina

Tigers Win By
Eight Points

By J. S. MACE
Clemson scores again! Maybe the victory over Carolina
.wasn't as overwhelming as it could have been, but it was a
victory none the less, and that's still what they pay off on.
Carolina did give us a scare for a while, but there was
never any doubt as to the outcome of the game, and our
guess is that if it had lasted another quarter, Clemson could
have scored at least two more touchdowns.
The narrow margin of victory may have hurt Clemson's standings in the national race a little bit, but the main
value of the game centers around a point of psychology.
The Tigers had just walloped Wake Forest 39-0, and
were riding a little too high. Most of the players were entirely too overconfident and were inclined to loaf more or
less during the week that they were supposed to be practicing for the State Fair classic. Coach Howard was afraid of
the Carolina game. A veteran in football knowledge, he
was aware of the danger of cockiness and overconfidence.
He warned the players, but his warning didn't seem to
have any effect. Most of the players were lethargic in their
practicing, seeming to think that the game was in the bag
and didn't require any hard work.
Now if Carolina had given up without a struggle, and
for the first five minutes of the game it looked as if they
were going to do just that, then Clemson would have been
even more overconfident and it is almost a certainty that
either Tulane or Auburn or both would have taken them
down a peg.
CAROLINA SURPRISES US
However, things didn't happen that way.
Carolina
didn't give up; they fought gamely to the end, and they
showed the Tigers what a battle a determined team can give
an overconfident one. The Gamecocks didn't win the game
but the lesson they taught the Country Gentlemen was of
the greatest value. We feel sure, after talking to both
Clemson players and coaches, that the members of the team
realize that no one is going to hand them a game, on a silver platter and that they will have to work hard for every
victory they put in the win column. You can bet your
bottom dollar that a disillusioned but wiser Tiger team is
going to be working twice as hard for the Green Wave, so
don't be surprised if Clemson takes Tulane and Auburn in
stride.
JOLTING JOE AGAIN
Clemson's candidate for ail-American honors, End Joe
Blalock, was again a standout in the Tiger line. Playing
heads-up ball on defense, and with stellar pass receiving
and running on offense, Jolting Joe was an eyeopener to
the Carolina team. Using our favorite play, named "the cat
in the bag play", Clemson made several long gains, and
even scored once with the use of it.
The play is the old end-around setup we mentioned in
this column in the last Tiger. Blalock usually handles the
ball jan the play, and did so nearly every time against the
Gamecocks. Whipping back from his end, Joe takes the ball
from Spinback Tuffy Timmons and either whips a pass to
a halfback or runs on around the end. In the State Fair
game, Joe concentrated more or less upon the running part
of the play, and made several long gains by means of it.
The only perfect play of the game that we saw was this
same end around with Blalock going over for the score.
Joe, after taking the ball from Timmons, cut between end
and tackle, and angled into the end zone behind perfect interference for the tally. The blocking was so clean on the
play that a regular alley was made for the runner to go
through.
AT LAST A PLACE-KICKER
One of the weaknesses of the Clemson football team in
the years since Red Pearson used to play has been the inability to convert the extra point.
One of the most important examples of the importance of that booting quality
could be found in last year's Tulane-Clemson game. If
you remember rightly, Clemson lost that game 7-6, whereas
the conversion of the extra point would have given us a
tie with the great Green Wave of last year.
Anyway, since Red Pearson's time, way back about our
freshman year, many has been the player who has attempted to convert the extra point for the Tigers, but none have
been adept at it yet. However, during the Carolina-Clemson game Charlie Timmons was allowed to try his luck at
booting the ball between the uprights. And with such success that he made three points for the Clemsons in that
manner. Timmons is valuable to the Tiger team in many
ways, especially his line plunging, but the ability to convert
the extra point will certainly not hurt the Country Gentlemen, and it may prove the margin of victory in a game or
two.
DEMON DEVIL
George Fritts, that demon tackle in Clemson's line, is a
terror when it comes to defensive work. There just isn't
any way of getting around it; that boy is good. Fritts is
faster than most linemen (Last year he outran one of the
Clemson halfbacks in a timed race) and is able to get around
and get the ball-carrier with no trouble at all.
We watched him several times in Columbia, and oftimes he was down the field under punts as soon as the
ends, and that's making time when the end is Blalock or
Webb.
Fritts' tackles are vicious and are never half done jobs.
When a runner has been hit by the husky tackle, he knows
he's been hit. Just ask one of the Carolina backs who is
still recuperating after a neat tackle by Fritts. George loves
his football rough and can give and take with the best of
them. The rougher it is, the better he likes it and he never
gets the worst of the play.
HARDEST FIGHTING PLAYER
Chippy Maness deserves as much credit as any other
member of the team on his performance last Thursday.
Some of the players may have lain down on the job and not
- practiced hard for the Gamecocks, but Chippy was not one
of them. He's always the most conscientious player on the
squad and is always working for improvement. He even
practiced while at summer school trying to brush up on his
punting.
Chippy went into the Carolina game determined to do
or die, and he did until he was slightly injured and had to
' be replaced. Even at that he rested a while and went
back into the game to play some more. It was during that
second period of play that he was' hurt more seriously and
i was forced to the sidelines for the remainder of the game.4
NOW FOR TULANE
There wasn't too much to brag about as far as the Clemi son playing went, but the psychological effect was tremen' dously in our favor, and LOOK OUT TULANE

By LARRY COKER
Clemson's onrushing Tigers took
another step towards an undefeated
season and another bowl bid Thursday afternoon by downing a hard
fighting Gamecock; eleven 21-13 in
the 38th annual State Fair classic
at Columbia.
It was a hard fought battle from
start to finish and the most thrilling fight the Carolina team has
put up since they were last victorious in '33.
The Tigers started the scoring by
driving 65 yards for a touchdown
before the game was five minutes
old. They repeated this process
twice more during the game, once
each in the third and fourth periods. On the other hand the Enrightmen scored on two quick pLays.
the first coming when Grygo on a
reverse returned a punt 75 yarcl*
for the score, and the other on a
64 yard pass interception by Urban.
FIRST SCORE
It was clearly Clemson from the
start when after two minutes of
play the Tigers took the ball on
their own 35 and marched 65 yards
for the opening score.
Carolina
won the toss and elected to receive
after running two plays Arrowsmith
punted and the ball was downed on
the Clemson 35. Then like the
powerful, smooth-working machine
that they are, the Tigers with a
combination of tricky reverses, line
plunges, passes, and superb ball
handling went on the march.
Timmons reversed to Floyd foils, Tuffy made two at tackle, then
Chippy Maness passed to Hugh
Webb for 13 and a first down on tha
Carolina 34. Six plays later Timmons again handed the ball to
Floyd who skirted left end for four
yards and the touchdown.
Timmons converted and Clemson was
off to another victory leading 7-0.
The second Tiger touchdown came
about midway the second quarter.
The Birds were backed deep in
their own territory when Stanford
intercepted Grygo's pass and raced
back to the Carolina 31 before lie
was pulled down. A series of plays
followed which carried
to the
Carolina 7 where the Birds held
and took the ball on downs.
Then on the first play Charlie
Wright intercepted Arrowsmith's
pass from the end zone and was
hit down on the 15. Timmons made
three on a spinner, and Payne
carried the ball to the 8 on reverse. Then All-Southern Joe Blalock came up with his end-around
and went over untouched for the
score. Timmons kicked the point
from placement.
To start the second half Carolina kicked off to Fayne who re-

Tiger Reporter Tosses Orchids
To Clemson's Coaching Staff

JOE BLALOCK
turned to the Clemson 30. After a
series of plays that failed to net a
first down, Payne got off a low.
hard kick which Arrowsmith too!-:
on his own 25, reversed to Grygo
coming around his own right side
and Grygo got away down the sideline for 75 yards and the first Bird
score.
i
OUR THIRD
The Tigers came right back to
add another touchdown of their
own when Charlie Wright again intercepted a pass, and lateraled JO
Payne who went to-the Carolina 15
before going down. Then Chippy
Maness circled right end for eight
placing the ball on the 7. Three
plays later Maness knifed through
right tackle for the final Tiger
touchdown. For the third time
Timmons sent the ball squarely between the uprights and Clemson's
total on the scoreboard read 21 to
Carolina's 6.
Late in the last quarter Clemson
was again pushing hard for another
touchdown. The Tigers had trie
ball down deep in California teritory when penalties and a fumble
put it back on the Gamecock 35
yard stripe. On the last down
Fayne faded back to pass and as
the ball left his hands Urban tooK
it and went 64 yards for the final
touchdown of the game. The try
for the point was good and Clemson's lead was cut to 21-13. A few
minutes later the game ended and
into the books went the Tiger's 13th
straight win.

Tiger Mentor Was "Little Giant"
Of Great Alabama Rose Bowl Team
Way Back In Early Thirties
By JOE SHENMAN
Nine years ago Frank Howard received a Business Administration
diploma from the University of
Alabama and bought a one-way
ticket to Clemson College, after
nearly a decade as Clemson's line
coach, Howard was appointed head
coach of the Tigers last February
when Jess Nesly pulled stakes here
to settle at Rice Institute in Texas.
Howard worked up football's ladler of fame the hard way and
learned his trade thoroughly enroute. As a high schooler in Mobile,
Alabama, he rolled out of bed at
four o'clock in the mornings to
spend four hours in the shipping
department of a bakery before hiking off to school for a day with his
books and football, basketball or
baseball, depending upon the season.
Born at Barlow Bend, Alabama
on March 15, 1909, Howard spent
his early days on a farm—and playing cow-pasture baseball at every
opportunity. The folks around Barlow Bend took very little interest in
football those days and even if
they had gotten the fever, there
would not have been enough youngsters around the general store to
get up a game.
At Murphy high school in Mobile,
Howard played a guard on the football team, a guard for the basketeers, and caught for the baseball
team. He captained the baseball
team his last year and was president of his junior and senior classes. Summers were spent playing
baseball for various Mobile city
teams. Along about this time the
University of Alabama football team
stood in a class by itself in the
South and as Howard's schooolboy
years rolled by, there was born a
burning desire and determination
to play for the Alabama teams.
The fall of 1927 found him bound
for Tuscaloosa with most of his
worldly goods in a hand grip and
a gleam in his eye that meant stiff
opposition for whoever had a monopoly on Alabama's guard positions.
That gleam turned into a blaze
when Coach Wallace Wade, (then
at Alabama, now at Duke University) craftily dropped the remark
in Howard's hearing that he (Howard) was probably a mite too small
to make the team.
Wade sent Howard into his first
game against Mississippi State as
a sophomore. He played as a reserve his sophomore year and stepped into a varsity berth as a junior,
starting all games but two this
second year and kept from those
because of an injured ankle.
With the arrival of the 1930 campaigns, great things were forecast
for Alabama football. The gigantic
size of the linemen prompted newspapermen to forget the nickname
"Crimson Tide" in favor of a new
inspiration: "The Red Elephants."
At 185 pounds Howard went quietly and gruelllngly about the task of
retaining his regular position among
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those mammoth linemen. He was
the one hitch in the nickname "Red
Elephants" until an enterprising
writer came up with "The Little
Giant," manufactured exclusively
for Howard.
Throughout the year Howard was
"The Little Giant" of that herd of
"Red Elephants." The team swept
through an undefeated season and
capped it off by defeating Washington State 24 to 0 in the January 1,
1931, Rose Bowl game.
Howard's other athletic achievements at Alabama included three
years as a baseball catcher and
president of the "A-Club" membership of which was confined to athletic monogram winners. He was
also president of his freshman class,
and throughout his four years he
helped pay college expenses by
working as floor police at University dances.
Jess Neely, an assistant to Wallace Wade at Alabama during the
seasons of 1928-29-30, watched Howard throughout his college career,
and when Neely accepted the head
coach position at Clemson. he immediately selected the former "Little Giant" as his line coach. The
powerful forward walls that Clemson has placed on the field the past
five years have been products of
Clemson's new head coach.
In addition to moulding Clemson's lines, Howard took over the
track team at Clemson and although he had never seen a complete track meet and had to be introduced to the javelin and discus
after becoming varsity track coach,
his Clemson teams of 1932-39 inclusive won the South Carolina intercollegiate meets in 1934-35-36-3739.
Clemson's football forward walls
of the past three years have been
noted for offensive power and great
defensive strength. The Tigers' last
28 opponents have been able to
score only 165 points, an average
of less than six points per game.
Only eight touchdowns were scored

By B. A. CHESTOCHOWSKI
Much has been said and written
about the brawn of the Tiger
team, but the brains behind the
machine have been held in shameful seclusion. The coaching staff,
the unheralded "brain-trust." deserve the limelight for the miracles
that they have performed with
the Country Gentlemen.
Jess Neely's departure last fall
shattered the hopes of every Clemson rooter for they could not think
of anyone who was capable of filling the lost mentor's shoes. At the
appointment of Frank Howard to
be the head coach position, the
sceptics persisted in nursing their
doubts. The opening games of the
'40 season saw the Tigers rolling
off their contenders one after one,
but it was not until the Wake
Forest tilt that
the
"Doubting
Thomases" were forced to sit up
and take notice. The five straight
victories set up by the Howard
crew are evidences enough that the
departure of Neely and the ap- j
pointment of Howard did not
weaken the Tiger squad. Coach
Howard has not only developed
what seems to be a stronger team,
but he has also reached into the
hearts of the Clemson followers
gaining their much needed respect
and support.
Coach Howard, in his work of
shaping the team, has been ably
assisted by his staff, composed of
Covington McMillian, the backfield
coach, Bob Jones, end coach Walter Cox, line assistant, and Randy
Hinson, backfield asst. Not to be
forgotten are the mentors of the
Tiger cubs, who are led by "Rock"
Norman. Shad Bryant, Al Segars,
and Johhny Horton comprise the
remainder of the Freshman coaching staff. The work of these men
is not, nor will be forgotten by
those who have the interest of the
Clemson team at heart.
Frank Howard's coaching career
started soon after his graduation
from' Alabama, when Jess Neely
chose him for the position of
Clemson line coach, por nine years
he was in charge of moulding the
forward wall, and this he mastered with great success. Records' of
the past three years show that
the Clemson line has developed
great offensive
and defensive
strength. In addition to his brilliant football leadership, Howard
took over the track team and came
out with the South Carolina Intercollegiate championship squad.
With Neely's departure the respon-

Sherman Giving
Publicity For
Clemson Booster Tulane Followers
Here's something pertaining to
Clemson that appeared in Ed Danforth's "An Ear to the Ground,"
sports column
in
the Atlanta
Journal.
"My Poor Mr. Danforth—In
your predictions you have shown
all the marked ability of
"Red" Hitt,, of the Charleston
News and Courier. On the
twenty-seventh of September
for example, you picked Clemson to lose. If you do have 'an
e?.r to the ground', you must
be sleeping on it. The way you
dumb sports writers ignore the
strongest team in the country i. e. Clemson; it's a constant source of wonder to the
open-eyed citizens how you all
have the nerve to draw your
pay.
"Of course, the Westerners
have only your reports to go
on—and so it's not strange that
false prophets in Dixie—building up such clap trap teams as
Tech, Duke, Wake Forest—give
the world at large a very unfair picture of the South's
really fine teams.
"When Clemson comes to the
Rose Bowl I'll look you up—that
is, of course, if you have had
the good sense .to climb on the
bandwagon—Charles H. Schroder, Camp Bear Creek, Prineville, Ore.
A little louder, Charlie! I did not
pick Clemson to lose on the date
you mentioned (vs. Wofford), but
I did pick the Tigers second
against Wake Forest and down
went Wake Forest and I. Once is
against Clemson in 1938 (three of
these by undefeated Tennessee) and
in the ten games of 1939 (Cotton
Bowl
included)
the opposition
crossed the alumni line only six
times, no team scoring more than
once.
Frank Howard succeeds Jess Neely
as Clemson's head coach when the
Tigers have reached what is generally considered their highest football peak. Clemson was defeated
once in 1939, and won the 1940 Cotton Bowl Classic at Dallas, Texas.

CLEMSON JEWELRY
FOR THE LADIES—WE HAVE IT!
COMPACTS — BRACELETS — LOCKETS —
CROSSES
Official Seal Applied to Any Article

N. E. MARCUM JEWELER
EASLEY

sibility for the entire athletic organization was taken up by Howard, and what a grand job he has
done of carrying the leader's burden.
A triple threat and one of the
best passers ever to be developed
at Clemson was Covington McMillian, the backfield coach.
His
coaching positions
carried him
through the Griffin High School
and also Furman University. He
joined the Clemson staff as backfield coach in 1937 and since then
has been responsible for the brilliant showing of the line-backers.
End coach Bob Jones started
football as end at Clemson, and
went into coaching soon after
graduation. His work included the
basketball and the freshman football teams, but his coaching of the
boxing team has brought him most
of the laurels. This season he is
holding down the position of end
coach and developing one of the
best sets of ends in the nation.
Walter Cox was a member of
last year's Cotton Bowl team, and
is now making his initial appearance in the coaching field.
His
knowledge of the Clemson system
of line play is aiding in the development of one of the best lines
in the South.
"Rock" Norman's activities have
covered many schools, among them
being
Roanoke ' College, Bailey
Military Academy. Furman University of South Carolina, Citadel,
and finally Clemson. He came here
last year to take over the freshman squad, varsity basketball, and
track team. His work in coaching
the future Tiger Varsity is keeping the Clemson supporters in the
hope of better teams to come.
Randy Hinson, another Clemson
product, is in charge of the baseball team and recently he has
been appointed as backfield assistant to McMillian.
Shad Bryant, Al Segars, and
Johnnie Horton are all familiar to
the Clemson household. Their assistance in shaping the yearlings
is making us all proud that we
knew them last year as schoolmates.
With such an array of leaders, it
is little wonder that Clemson is
half way through an undefeated
and untied season. The outcome of
future games will furthur prove
the capabilities of the coaching
staff, and will establish them on
record as one of the best, if not the
best, coaching staff in Clemson
football history.

SOUTH CAROLINA

Joe Sherman, director of the
Clemson.News Bureau left Monday
for New Orleans where he is supplying Louisiana newspapers with
information about the ClemsonTulane game Saturday.
Mr. Sherman carried a full supply of pictures of Clemson footballers and the college In general,
and numerous news releases about
the football team and the senior
platoon, which will drill between
the halves of the game.
Tiger Co-Editor Mitchell Simmons, student assistant in the news
bureau, is handling publicity releases for the news service while
Mr. Sherman is away.
enough. It has been Clemson ever
since. It is a pity you are so far
from home, Charlie. Some of these
clap-trap teams of ours are pretty
good this year; Georgia Tech,
Duke, Tennessee, Mississippi State,
and Ole Miss. Clemson does not
meet any of them, but does run
into two pretty good ones in Tulane and Auburn. And I promise,
Charlie, that when Clemson goes
to the Rose Bowl, I'll have two
seats on the 50-yard line for you
and your girl. Just meet me at
the station in Pasadena.

Volleyball Men
Near End Of
Fall Tournament
The intramural volley ball tournament began Tuesdav night With
22 companies entering teams to vie
for top positions in the
final
rounds to be held next week. The
tournament marks the end of a
practice session extending
over
several weeks and rings down the
curtain on a fall volleyball program in which a record breaking
number of some 350 students have
participated.
The tournament is played on a
best three out of five basis with
three losses eliminating a team
from the running. All games will
be played in the Y gym with official referees being supplied by the
intramural office. Any team failing to be on hand at the schedule
time will automatically be counted
a loss. Any team wishing to practice between games may obtain
equipment from the intramural office.

AlBREY RION—CLEMSON

Tigers Roaring
Into Final Leg
Of Unbeaten,
Untied Season (?)
The roaring Clemson Tigers have
turned into the November stretch
as one of the nation's undefeated,
untied teams and face the crisis
of their schedule ih the Green
Wave of Tulane University at New
Orleans Saturday.
Victors over Boston College in
the 1940 Cotton Bowl game and
undefeated or untied in their last
13 starts, Clemson's Country Gentlemen are concocting a dose of
double poison for the Greenies.
New weapons are being added to
the manipulative offense that has
rolled up 150 points in five games,
and painstaking checkups are being applied to the stout defense
that has allowed opponents but
three touchdowns.
Youthful Frank Howard, a 31
year old freshman at the head
coaching game, indicates that his
Tigers will be equipped with every
available offensive weapon.
"We realize that Tulane is a
powerhouse with a late start."
Eowar dsaid. "and in order to
stay in the running with them, It
is going to be necessary for us toj
be able to strike when the opportunity affords."
All of which means that AllAmerican end candidate Joe Blalock, sturdy tackles George Fritts
and Bill Hall, and quick-moving
guards, Wade Padgett and Frank
Deitz are not killing any time at
workouts this week.
For power Clemson will call upon
Charlie (Tuffie) Timmons, a slashing fullback who has picked up 248
yards in 70 whacks into the middle
of the line this fall. For speed it
will be wingbacks George Floyd,
Booty Payne and Aubrey Rion.
and for passing and punting the
work will fall .to Chippy Maness,
Payne, and Rion.
in bidding for an undefeated
season this fall, the Tigers of 1940
are trying to accomplish what no
other Clemson team has been able
to do since the late John Heismann piloted the South Carolina
A and M College through Alabama, Georgia, south Carolina,
Wofford, Davidson, and Virginia
Tech without a stumble in 1900.
Charlie (Tuffie) Timmons, Clemson's bull in football's china shop,
gets his yardage the hard way—on
plunges at the line, but he leads
the Tiger ground gainers with 248
yards net.

WELCOME CADETS TO

STEWART-MERRITT CO.
For 34 years we have maintained a straight "A" average in men's and students clothing.

"Tuxedos Rented"
265 MAIN ST.

GREENVILLE, S. C.

WE WILL GIVE AWAY FIVE (5)
CHICKEN DINNERS TO THE FIVE
PERSONS WHO COME CLOSEST TO
PICKING THE SCORE OF THE
CLEMSON-AUBURN GAME
All entries must he deposited at THE CLEMSON
GRILL not late rthan noon Saturday, November 9th.
Winners will be announced Monday, November 11th.
Each week THE CLEMSON GRILL will give
away five dinners to the persons who' come the closest
to picking the score of the Clemson games.
—

VISIT

—

THE CLEMSON GRILL
"More For Your Money Every Time"

Practice Now
For Rat Clash
In Basketball
Practice will begin this week in
preparation for the annual intramural freshman basketball tournament to be" held the second week
in November it was announced today by intramural athletic director,
Freddie Kirchner.
Teams have been organized on the
companies and all freshman will be
given a chance to participate in
the games. The courts in the Y and
the field house will be used for the
play-off with two games being scheduled for each night.

Rifle Team Sees
Successful Year
Major Sims' "belly-boys" of the
Rifle Team are showing up in
great style this season. With a
team of 15 veterans and 100 prospective shooters, the Tiger target
team should be at its best
this
year.
Several trips are in the offing
including
matches in
Georgia
North Carolina, and possibly Virginia. The schedule has not been
arranged yet, but matches witn
such schools as the University ol
Georgia, the Citadel, N. C. State.
Davidson, Wofford, and other good
teams are certain.
Twel ve men will
taken on
each trip. Ten men will fire with
the highest seven scores to count.
It often happens that one team
gets all the first downs, the other
the touchdowns. Not
so
with
Clemson's Tigers this year. The
Tigers have made 72 first downs
and 23 touchdowns. Clemson's opponents have racked up 41 first
downs and three touchdowns.
By land and by air the Clemson
football team has travelled 1.655
yards through opposition defenses
this fall, while allowing but 691
yards to be gained against the
Tiger fortifications.

THIS WEEK

MURCHISON'S
Announces That

CHIPPY MANESS
was selected to receive a
Manhattan shirt for his
outstanding play in the
Clemson-Carolina game.
We wish to thank Abe
Fennell, Sports Editor of
the Columbia STATE for
making the selection this
Week.
Each week the Sports
Editor of the newspaper
in the Host City in which
the team plays will pick
the player to receive a
Manhattan shirt.
All Clemson students
are invited to visit
MURCHISON'S
when they are in Anderson.
We invite you to shop
around or join the "after
game" quarterback "bullsession".

MURCHISON'S
Clemson's Headquarters in
Anderson.

w
South Carolina Speech Association Meets On Campus Tomorrow
THE TIGER—TK@ South's Most Interesting Newsp^er—fllfilY,~ ffiFfERSStik I, IS40?

Daniel, Green
Lane To Figure
On Programs
The South Carolina Speech Association will hold its annual
fall meeting in Long auditorium at
Clemson College Saturday.
The
program will feature leading educators, military experts, and newspapermen from all parts of South
Carolina.
After registering at 10:30 Saturday morning, the delegates will be
greeted by Dr. R. Frank Poole,
president of Clemson, at 11 o'clock.
Miss Hazel Abbott, of Converse
College, president of the association;
, rjr.!
Will deliver the response
;
Poole's welcome.
Other morning subjects to be
discussed are Free Speech in a
World at War, by Colonel Herbert
M. Pool, Clemson College commandant, and Propaganda and Clear
Thinking,, by Harry Ashmore, staff
writer for the Greenville News.
Luncheon will be served in the
Clemson trustee house. Major S.
M. Martin, Professor M. E. Bradley,
and Dr. J. C. Greene, .all of the
Clemson English faculty, will arrange an informal luncheon program.
The afternoon sessions will be
devoted to planning speech work
for the present day. Mrs. Grace
Durham, of Belton High School,
will talk on Choric Reading and
the Democratic Ideal, at
2:45.
followed by a demonstration, "Yes
the People," by the students of Belton High School.
\ Lieutenant Arlin M. Cook, of The
Citadel, will speak on Planning
Work in Debating; Professor John
Lane, of the Clemson English department, will speak on Democracy
and the Word, and Miss French
Haynes. of Coker College, will follow with a discussion of Planning
Work in Dramatic Art.
■ The rest of the afternoon will be
taken up with a discussion of
Speech Work in open forum. Robert McLane, of the Greenville High
School, will lead the discussion.
Faculty members and students
interested in the work of the association are invited to attend all of
the sessions.

Farr Marries;
To Live Here
The marriage of Captain F. B.
Farr of the Commandant's staff to
Miss Mary Elizabeth Pursley of
Brunswick, Ga., was announced
here recently. The marriage was
held in Roswell, Ga., on October
16.
Mrs. Farr arrived here last week
end with Captain Farr. The couple will reside on the campus.

BY JO CHAPIN
A couple hundred enthusiastic
Democrats and enough Wilkierats
to add spice by their heckling met
in chapel Wednesday, sang patiotic tunes, cussed Wilkie, cheered
Roosevelt and listened to Bob
Stoddard, DeWitt Ross, and Roy
Pearce wax eloquent on campaign
issues. The band was there.
Bill Awtrey, brigade chaplain,
pronounced the invocation immediately following the singing of
America, to opsn the meeting in
good Democratic style. Robert Stoddard, state organizer of the Young
Democrats and vice-president of
the Clemson chapter, paid tribute

to Roosevelt and explained the pur- !
pose of the rally.
D. J. Ross, cadet colonel, then
endorsed Roosevelt as "the greatest living
American", and Roy
Pearce, sanior
class
president,
pointed out Wilkie's endorsement
of all Major New Deal legislation
of the past seven years and assertj cci that Wilkie "merely wanted to
be king of the jungle.
Young Democrat President Jimmie Lever presided and spoke briefly.
The remainder of the program
was allotted to tvfc> Wilkisrats,
Frank Barnes and Ed Hugenion,
who took the platform in an attempt to defend their candidate.

Library Offers
Periodicals For
Cadet Perusal
The list of 313 periodicals received currently by the Clemson College Library offers Clemson's 2400
students an opportunity to keep
abreast of everything happening
in the world today, which is quite
a bit. Reading material covers
everything from "Facts and Fiction" to the "Anti-Nazi Economic
Bulletin.'-'
The information offered varies
from the 190 publications on Agriculture and allied subjects, through
periodicals dealings with the science, fine arts, history, economics,
sociology and a list of 193 magazines classified under
"General
Reading."

Campus Musicians
To Meet Tuesdays
The Clemson' community Little
Symphony orchestra has announced that it will hold its meetings
each Tuesday night. This group
was organized solely for the purpose of stimulating talent on the
campus and for the entertainment- of the players.
All cadets who play any instruments and who would like 'to join
the Little Symphony are asked to
contact Professor Gaston Gage.

Turner Visits
Education Men

Mr. B. R. Turner, state superintendent of trade and industrial education, visited the campus Friday,
Oct. 25.
While here Mr. Turner discussed
the defense program and other
phases of industrial education with
Dean W. H. Washington, Mr. L. R.
Booker and Professor H. S. T.ate,
With the exception of the Wake all of the department of education.
Forest game, Clemson's undefeatMore than 15,000 students daily
ed Tigers have scored in the first
quarter of every contest this year. use the 160 story business building
Against the
Deacons
Clemson at New York's City college, more
scored 13 points in each of the last than three times as many students
as when the building was opened.
three periods.

Clemson's 2,334 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure ...

Poole To Commend
Cadets In Report
At Board Meeting

Gamma Alpha Mu
Manuscripts Due
Before Christmas

Young Democrats Stage Rally
For Roosevelt In Chapel Here

Chaplin Writes
Of Harvard Work
George Chaplin in a letter to
Professor R. L. Anderson of the j
Clemson faculty interestingly tells i
of his experiences and studies thus I
far at Harvard. Mr. Chaplin was
editor of the Tiger while at Clemson and city editor of the Greenville
News before winning the
Nieman fellowship for a year's
study at Harvard.
"I have been in this center of
culture exactly three weeks and I
am fairly well oriented as far as
my reading and courses are concerned," said Mr. Chaplin, and
continued that he is doing most of
his reading in Race Relations, under Paul Buck of the history department, and whose coursa on
"The South Since 1865''- he expscts
to take later. In addition Mr.
Chaplin is listening to lectures by
Carle C. Zimmerman on Rural Sociology, taking two courses in Labor Problems, agricultural economics, and a two-hour seminar in
European experiments in regulating industry conducted by the former Shancellor Brueing of . Germany, and William Y. Elliott.
Week-ends, Chaplin said, have
been spent sightseeing, with trips
to Cape Ann, Gloucester, and as
far as Concord and Lexington. "We
have weekly seminars with a different professor each time," Chaplin said, "and a bi-weekly dinner
with some figure of newsdom.'' He
said they started with Ralph Ingersoll of the daily PM, and had
Joe Alsop, Washington columnist,
on tap. Mr. Chaplin tells of an interesting evening spent with President Conant of Harvard, describing him as 'one keen fellow!
The Nieman award is a fellowship awarded to newspapermen,
and entitles them to take any
course at Harvard while paying
their previous salaries. Mr. Chaplin
was honored in receiving this national fellowship, but is further
distinguished by being the youngest newspapermen ever to receive
it.

Cadets wishing to enter manuscripts to be judged for membership in Gamma Alpha Mu,
Clemson's Honor Writer's fraternity must do so before Christmas Holidays, J. S. Mace, president of the fraternity, announced today.
Manuscripts should be submitted to Professor John Lane, faculty adviser of the organization.
To be eligible, two pieces under
the following subjects must be
submitted: fiction, journalism,
poetry, or belles lettres. Men
from all classes are eligible.
Several manuscripts have already been received, one coming from an alumnus in Flori, da. All graduates may enter
pieces, Professor Lane said.
The manuscripts are judged
solely on their merits by Dr.
Octavus Roy Cohen, sponsor of
the fraternity.

BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO
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Dr. M. M. Nelson and Dr. C. O.
Henderson, members of the bureau
of agricultural economics in Washington, were here Tuesday to investigate conditions in this section.
They left during the day, with Dr.
G. H. Aull, of the department of
agricultural economics and rural
sociology, to survey progress on an
economic and social study of Edgefield county.
A number of state and federal
organizations are cooperating in
this study under the leadership of
the Clemson department of agricultural economics .and rural sociology.
A great deal of local interest has
been manifested and splendid cooperation is being obtained from
the residents of Edgefield county.
This study has as its objectives
to analyze present land uses and capabilities, to evaluate current land
use policies and programs in terms
of economic and social conditions,
and on the basis of physical, economic and social surveys, to recommend desirable adjustments.

Jenkins Attending
Columbia Meeting
Dr. D. R. Jenkins, associate rural sociologist, is attending the annual Social Workers Conference in
Columbia this week. The purpose
of this meeting is to discuss the
social problems of the South.
Mrs. Jenkins, formerly connected
with the department of public
works in New York City, accompanied Dr. Jenkins on this trip.
Both Dr. and Mrs. Jenkins are
graduates of Columbia University.

Simms Confers
With Dairy Men

Dr. B. T. Simms, director of the
regional animal disease laboratory
at Auburn, visited the campus last
For the first time in its recent Thursday. While here he discushistory, Harvard University showed sed animal diseases
and
their
an operating deficit, amounting to causes with the members of the
$58,605, for the last fiscal year.
department of animal husbandry.

• MAKE YOUR KITCHEN A DREAM KITCHEN •

The Clemson College Laundry
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WHEN IN ANDERSON EAT WITH US

Standard Drug Co. Luncheonette
ANDERSON, S. C.

Twinkle, twinkle, little

Radio Club Conducts
Night Code Classes

Washington Men
Trillr \/l/ith

C. P. MEANS THE PERFECT GAS
RANGE
For The Perfect Fuel . .. GAS

WHY?

Dr. R. Frank Poole, Clemson
College president, said today
that he will report "perfect cooperation of the entire cadet
corps" in his first state-of-thecollege report to the Board of
Trustees at their annual fall
meeting Friday.
Dr. Poole said that despite
considerable tightening up of
military regulations, the entire
cadet corps has fallen in line
100 percent.
"I will especially commend
the cadets," Dr. Poole said,
"for their neatness, interest in
the college, and perfect behavior at the first concert of the
Clemson Artist's Course series.

At <\ dollar you're a,
buy

GLAMOROUS HELEN:—Miss Jepson is photographed here with a group of Clemson student
leaders at the student reception following her
concert last Monday evening. Left to right are

Alabama Alumni
Invite Grads To
Meet At Auburn
Dear Alumni:
I am sure you are following with
great interest the success our
Clemson Team is having this year.
All of our Alumni, I am sure,
would like to be at Auburn on
Saturday, November 9, and see the
Clemson-Aubum Game, but, of
course, for various reasons some of
us may not be able to attend.
My thought is, however, that we
will have a splendid representation from all over the State on
this occasion, November 9, and as
President of your Birmingham
Chapter of Clemson Alumni,
it
seems to me that we should take
advantage of this opportunity to
have an Alumni Meeting and Dinner.
If you have not already done
so, may I urge each individual
who can possibly go to order his
tickets at once by writing direct
to the Clemson College Athletic
Association, Randy Hinson, Ticket
Manager, Clemson, South Carolina. The price per ticket is $2.50,
plus 25c for postage and registered
mail charges. I understand that
there are still some good tickets
available for Clemson followers,
and if they are obtained in this
way, we will all be on the same
side of the field, and possibly close
together.
And now, I am going to ask you
to be sure and write to our Secretary, Mr. E. J. Adams, 1404 South
22nd St., Birmingham Ala., advising if you expect to be in Auburn on November 9 and whether
you will attend the Alumni Dinner.
Coach Howard has agreed to join
us at dinner after the game and
talk to us on this occasion. I am
sure you will find his "inside" remarks about the Clemson Team
tremendously
interesting.
Jake
Woodward will also be there. Don't
miss it.
The dinner will be held at 5:30
p. m. at the Thomas Hotel and
will last only about an hour, so
you will not be delayed in getting away.
Auburn is a small town and all
restaurants will be very much
crowded on that day. You have to
eat somewhere—so why not attend
this «Alumni Dinner and eat with
us? Bring your wife, your friend,
or your sweetheart to 'this dinner. They will enjoy it and we will
enjoy having them.
I am looking forward to seeing
you, but remember we can accomodate only those who send their
cards in and make their dinner
reservations.
With best wishes, I am
Yours very truly
T. Li. Bissell
President, Birmingham Chapter
Clemson CollegeAlumni

Frank Rogers, ■ Edgar Ross, Roy Pearce, Miss
Jepson, D. J. Ross, Mr. Bob Wallenborn (accompanist), J. S. Mace, Pinckney Eve, and Bill
Awtrey.

Oconee Methodist
League Meet Here
The Oconee Methodist League
union will hold a meeting here today at the Methodist Church, president L. C. Vereen announced. The
union is composed of students and
other young people of the county.
J. L. Lytton and A. R. Sellars have
charge of the program.
Miss Betty Harper of Seneca is
Secretary and treasurer of the league.

Peterson and Kinard
Making Surveys
Dr. M. J. Peterson and Mr. J. D.
Kinard, of the department of .agricultural economics, returned this
week from an official visit to Newberry and Orangeburg counties
where they obtained information relating -to farm organization and
management in these counties.
Dr. Peterson and Mr. Kinard
are now actively engaged in studies
to show factors .which make for
greater income on the farm. These
studies are being carried put in a
number of counties throughout the
state.

Winthrop Girls
"Y" Activities
With Cabinet
The Winthrop Dictation and
Clerrison 'Y' Cabinet held a joint
meeting Sunday, October 20, at
4:30 P. M. in the 'Y' cabin.
The Winthrop-girls gave a talk
about their work which was followed by discussions from some of
the Clemson cabinet members.
Refreshments were served after
which the group adjourned for the
Vesper Program which was conducted by the Wintrop Deputation
at six o'clock.
The Winthrop Deputation consisted of: Thelma Hicklin, President;
Mary Garner, Chairman
Deputation Team; Helen Hutto;
Caroline Guess; Margaret Dukes;
Anne McMichael; Caroline Marion
and Betty Sosnowski.
Clemson 'Y' Cabinet members
present were. Pinckney Eve, Hoby
Holtzendorff, J. W. Skardon, ■ Ed.
L. Young, T. W. Gage, J. L. Lytton, A. R. Sellers, D. W. Wentzel,
T. E. Garrison, W. E. Awtrey, J.
R. Sosnowski, D. A. Bissett, L. C.
Vereen, A. L. Brooks, J. J. Lever,
and Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff.

The Clemson Amateur Radio
Club is conducting a class in Morse
Code every Tuesday and Thursday
nights for the benefit of those students who wish to learn the code
so that they might get their amateur radio license, J. T. Rankin,
president of the Radio Club, said.
Classes are conducted by J. T.
Rankin, J. E. Woodward, L. M.
Barton, M. Hawkins, B. G. Davenport, and L. Levine, the licensed members of the club.

Freshmen Y Men
Well Organized
Mr. J. Roy Cooper, associate
secretary of the YMCA, announced this week that Freshmen Forum Groups have been organized
on most of the companys in the
barracks.
He also asked any company
which does not have a forum but
which is interested in forming one
to contact Bill Awtrey or ,Mr.
Cooper at the YMCA.

VANE-MAZO
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Vane
of
Charleston this week announced
the engagement of their daughter
Rita to Mr. Earl Mazo of Greenville. The wedding- is to take place
in the early summer.
Miss Vane is a senior at the
College of Charleston and is well
known here, since she was formerly a, frequent visitor at Clemson dances.
Mazo, now with the Greenville
Piedmont news staff, is a member
of the Clemson class of 1940 and
a former editor of The Tiger.
Forty members of the Marquette
grid squad are one inch taller and
15 pounds heavier than they were
as high school seniors.

Enrollment at Los Angeles City
Educational features of WLB, UniMissing element 93 has been found
College, restricted because of crowd- versity of Minnesota station, are
ed campus conditions, is down 12.8 being rebroadcast by ten stations in by University of California scienper cent.
tists.
Minnesota and the Dakotas.

Nationally Advertised Berkshire,
Admiration Hose, New Barbizon
Slips—$1.85 and $2.98
THE LITTLE SHOP
Next Door Berry's Beauty Shop
Clemson, S. C.

Fashioned for
fastidious men

Costs a buck, but
looks like ten.

PALMETTO
Service Station
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SUGAR AND SPICE
• one^dol le\r~
Everybody knows what
happens when thirst meets
ice-cold Coca-Cola. That
thirsty feeling leaves and a
refreshed feeling comes.
Pure, wholesome, delicious,—ice-cold Coca-Cola
satisfies completely,

THE

PAUSE

loday, more than ever, people are taking to Chesterfield,
because Chesterfield concentrates on the important things in
smoking. You smoke Chesterfields and find them cool and
pleasant. You light one after another, and they really taste better. You buy pack after pack, and find them definitely milder.

Drink

mm,
Delicious and
Refreshing

^y plus tax

THAT

'■■

tj

R E F***

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
C. K. HOOVER, Mxr.

l'/z MILES FROM CLEMSON, ON GREENVILLE
HIGHWAY. CHEERFUL
SERVICE, CLEAN REST
ROOMS
YOUR TEXACO DEALER
JACK TATE

ANDERSON, S. li

INC.
MAIN AT EARLEST.
ANDERSON
HOME OF
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES

Make your
ALL

SmiATtwE

FILMS AKE

VAPORATEI>

AH» FINE GRAIN DEVELOPED

36E#rOS£ ROILS TO 3"x4"slJ§PER ROIL

18 "

"

- - .65*" -

ElttLOSE THIS ft WITH YOUR NEH OROER
(
(jlL -OF FILMS OR NEGATIVES AND VE WILL
_*fcl» .
tPV^ HIKE f. PH0T06RAPHIC XMAS CAR0 ER0H pP
5'
V0UR FAVORITE NEGATIVE.WITHOUT CHARGE. *
tHLHIM tHOTO BOX 791
jOJiTOM MAS!. SEPT. D

For complete smoking satisfaction
you can't buy a better cigarette

"iLHESTERF/ELD
CoffEght 1940, IlSCSTT & MyHLS TOBACCO C*

